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Weaks Community Center officially dedicated
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staitl'WrNer
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q
MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

"I always thought you had to die
before they named something after
you and that's just too high of a
price to pay!" according to Callo
way County Judge/Executive
George Weaks.
But regardless of the tradition.
Weaks was honored Saturday at
dedication ceremonies at the new
George Weaks Community Center.
a facility which promises to unite
the comrnunity.in more ways than
one, according to officials.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, scheduled to be host of the cermonies.
was unable to attend due to bad
flying weather.
In his place, Murray State University President Dr. Ronald Kurth
praised Weaks for the work he had
done to establish the center whicl
he said would strenghen communi
ty pride and spirit.
"I think there's going to be an
awful lot of community spirit
engendered in this building foT
years to come because of you.
George," Kurth said.
Weaks was also praised by Calloway County School Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose, who told the
audience not to believe Weaks
when he said he had very little u:
do with securing the building.
"There are are people in this
Commonwealth responsible for this
facility: Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
and George Weaks." according to
Rose, who was part of a communi-

WORLD
BRUSSELS, Belgium -NATO Secretary-General Manfred Woerner today emphasized
the European allies' willingness
to go to war with Iraq if peaceful efforts to resolve the Persian
Gulf crisis fail. Secretary of
State James A. Baker III, flying
to Brussels for the meeting, told
reporters Sunday night that he
still hopes to speak with Saddam to settle the crisis.

STATE
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. —
Pop star Tiffany and gospel singer Amy Grant were there, but
E.T. was the hit of the Christmas party for children whose
parents are overseas with Operation Desert Shield this year.
About 4,500 to 5,000 children
and parents showed up Saturday
for the party, put together by 15
Kiwanis clubs surrounding Fort
Campbell, where more than
19,000 men and women have
been deployed.

SPORTS
DORADO, Puerto Rico —
Mike Hill won the battle, but
Lee Trevino won the war. Trevino lost to Hill's 40-foot birdie
pun on the first hole of a threeway playoff for the title of the
Champion's tournament. But he
accomplished a feat Imique in
golf's history. Trevino's tie for
second in the last event of the
year on the Senior PGA Tour
was worth $95,000. That made
him the first Senior Tour player
to exceed the money-winning
total of the leader on the muchmore lucrative regular PGA
Tour.

Calloway County Judge/Executive George Weaks.

Murray State University President Dr. Ronald Kurth.

Bethlehem staying busy this time of year
By JANE GIBSON
Associated Press Writer

Kentucky's little town of Bethlehem is not lying still these days.
The everlasting light shining in
the dark street comes from Anna
Laura Peyton's tiny house, which
doubles as the post office for the
town of 200. Inside, her son. postmaster Cecil Peyton, is busy trying
to honor some 25,000 requests for
a special postmark of three wisemen following the Star of Bethlehem received from all over the
world in time for Christmas.
"It's a lot of work for a small-

town postmaster, but it also makes
this post office special," said Peyton, 40.
Bob DeCarlo knows Peyton's
feelings. He runs the post office in
Bethlehem, Conn., population
2,700. Last year in a 2I-day period,
the post office processed 218,000
requests for special postmarks during the holidays.
"This year. we're running a
little above that. We may do
220,000," he said.
DeCarlo has hired two extra
hourly employees and is keeping
the post office open seven days a
week until Christmas Eve to meet

the requests. Each request gets a
Bethlehem, Conn.. 06751 postmark
and one of 53 special decorative
rubber cachets.
It was a tradition begun in Bethlehem in 1938, said DeCarlo, the
only non-native working in the
office.
"Most people here have grown
up with the tradition and are proud
to continue it," said DeCarlo.
"It's a fun time. It's long working hours, but 98 percent of the
people who come into the post
office or make requests don't live
here. They're coming.here because
they want to do something special

for friends and relatives.
'They're in the holiday spirit.
There's no `bah humbug' here. It
makes it nice."
Most of the requests are boxes
filled with Christmas cards that
people want postmarked and sent
on their merry way, said Keith Millard, acting superintendent of mails
and deliveries at the Bethlehem,
Pa., post office. It averages 3,000
such requests a day during
December.
Two part-time employees stamp
(Cont'd on page 2)

(Cont'd on page 2)

Murray man dies
after striking
horse in roadway
A Murray man was pronounced
dead at the scene after his vehicle
struck a horse and caught fire Sunday, according to a report from the
Kentucky State Police.
William J. McCallon, 26, of Rt
7, Murray, was apparently killed
when his truck struck a horse that
was in the roadway and left the
road, coming to rest in a field off
Kentucky 1836 2.1 miles south of
Coldwater around 2:30 a.m., police
said.
The truck then caught fire and.
burned before authorities could be
summoned. police said.

FORECAST
Tonight: Mild with rain and a
few thunderstorms. Temperature
near steady around 55. South
wind 10 to 20 mph becoming
southwest. Chance of rain near
100 percent.

Former Tennessee
governor named
by Bush to top
education post

Tobacco auction

Iraq reportedly
closer than first
thought to having
a nuclear bomb

By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

-WASHINGTON — President
Bush today chose former Tennessee Gov. Lamar Alexander, who
has been active in education
reform, to fill the post of education
secretary vacated last week when
Lauro Cavazos was forced to
resign.
"Lamar, if you remember, was
at the forefront of the movement to
restructure our nation's schools,"
Bush said in introducing Alexander
to reporters at the White HOuse.
Alexander has long been a
national leader in education reform.
He left the Tennessee governor's
office in 1986 after two terms and
has been president of the University of Tennessee the past three
years.
Alexander, a Republican, has
been president of the University of
Tennessee for the past three years.
He was governor of Tennessee
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Area tobacco buyers gathered at Farris Tobacco Warehouse Monday morning to make bids on the aircured tobacco. Will Clark. general manager of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association
(pictured at far left), said that prices should be similar to the Dec. 4 air-cured tobacco sale in Murray.
which a‘eraged $193.57 per one-hundred pounds. The next sale for air-cured tobacco in Murray will be
announced later this month, as will the opening dates for sales of fire-cured tobacco.

imetallo••••••••••f`'

LONDON (AP) — Two German
scientists who visited Iraq say
President Saddam Hussein has
acquired enough Western technology to produce a nuclear bomb in
1991 or 1992, the Sunday Times
reported.
The newspaper quoted scientists
Bruno Stemmler and Walter Busse
as saying Iraqi scientists had built a
factory northwest of Baghdad for
producing nuclear centrifuges.
which are essential for making
weapons-grade uranium.
The scientists said the Iraqis also
had built a uranium-enrichment
laboratory in the southern outskirts
of the capital.
Stemmler visited Iraq in the fall
of 1987 and he and Busse went
there together in the summer of
1988, the report said. Both were
then employed by MAN Technologic of the former West Germany
and were in Iraq to advise on its
nuclear program.
Based on the information. the
(Cont'd on page 2)
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E.T. big hit at Fort Campbell party
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— Pop star Tiffany and gospel singer Amy Gnat were there, but E.T.
was the hit or the Christmas party
for children whose parents are
overseas with Operation Desert

Good Gosh
It's Sosh!
WNBS 1340
9:00 til
11:30 a.m.
Starting
Monday
December 17th

Shield this year.
About 4,500 to 5,000 children
and parents showed up Saturday
for the party, put together by 15
Kiwanis clubs surrounding Fort
Campbell, where more than 19,000
men and women have been
deployed.
Universal Studios provided some
of the entertainment — Woody
Woodpecker. Andy Panda'and the
robot who played a sentimental
extraterrestrial in Steven Spielberg's movie, "E.T."

The problem

NAIL FUNGUS
The solution

FUNGI-NAIL
Try this safe, simple, effective remedy
for the pain and embarrassment of nail
fungus. Fights thick, split, discolored
nails. Two powerful anti-fungal agents
,fight infection on toenails and fingernails. Provide§ relieffrom the pain and
eliminates the fungus. Easy to apply as
nail polish. No prescription needed.
DO you use Artificial Nails?
Then you should use Fungi-Nail to
prevent the nail fungus associated
with artificial nails.
Available at your pharrnacy or have
them contact KIIITEIf Laboratories,
8778 S.W. 8 St., Miami, FL 33174

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save!

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

753-0489

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

E.T. won the children over,
lighting a towering Christmas tree
at the post's Dreyer Field House.
Children sat on parents' shoulders
trying to get a glimpse of the auto;
mated figure.
"I got to see the real E.T. that
was on TV," said Karen Kniskem,
a 10-year-old whose father is
overseas.
Sam Salyer, project coordinator
for the Kiwanis clubs sponsoring
the party, was raised at Fort Campbell and knows what it's like to
have a divided family.
"I want to make sure for a short
period of time these kids know it's
Christmas even though their
parents might be overseas," he
said. "This might be something
they'll remember."
Julia Young, whose husband was
deployed, brought her 4-year-old
daughter Ryan to the party.
"We weren't looking forward to
it (Christmas) at ill," she said, but
Ryan "waited and waited and
Kelly Walker gets the tour of the American Red Cross office from director Peggy Billington at the George
waited" for the party. Ms. Young
Weaks Community Center Saturday. Approximately 500 local residents toured the building after the dedisaid the party was the best part of cation ceremony.
Ryan's Christmas.
The performers, who also
to bring together the city's many Family YMCA and the Murrayincluded Gary Chapman, Vince
service
organizations, is now the Calloway County Hospital Adult
Gill and Paulette Carlson, handed (Cont'd from page 1)
home of the American Red Cross, Care.
out cassettes to the children.
ty task force which asked Wilkin- Calloway County Senior Citizens,
The Ladies Lodge #728 of the
son for state funds to help purchase West Kentucky Allied Services,
the building last year. "We just United Way, Murray Transit Sys- Woodmen of the World also pretagged along. With his vision and tem, Calloway County Circuit sented the center with a flagpole,
his interest and his ability and just Court Judge David Buckingham, American flag and Kentucky flag.
a good work ethic, he was able to
convince the governor to help us
(Cont'd from page 1)
newspaper said Iraq could have get this building."
About 500 residents toured the
A Bristol, Tenn. man has been shotgun while he sat in his vehicle
nuclear capability next year or the
building
after the dedication
charged in the shooting death of outside a Bristol bar around 2 a.m.
year after, at least three years soonanother man, according to a report Saturday, police said (See obit on
er than Western intelligence agen- ceremony.
The two lower floors of the
from the Bristol Police page 20).
cies had previously thought.
Department.
"Even if Saddam were to with- $215,000 building have been
Riley was pronounced dead at
Ricky Gross, 33, of Bristol, the scene, police said. No motive
draw his forces from Kuwait, his rented, according to Weaks, and
Tenn., was arrested and charged for the shooting was given.
nuclear capability wilt shortly pose officials are working now to find
with first degree murder after he
a deadly serious threat to stability money for the installation of an
A preliminary trial has been set
elevator for the center.
reportedly shot Mark Clayton Riley for Gross for 9 a.m. Tuesday,
in the region," the report said.
The building, purchased in order once in the head with a 12-gauge police said.
The Sunday Times said technology for the two plants was provided "by at least a dozen Western
Cavazos was viewed by his cri- 'Where can I go back to school?"
companies" which filled orders
Alexander told Bush: 'I appreciwithin the administration as
tics
from Iraqi firms that were cover
ate
and am grateful for the chance
passive
and
ineffectual;
Alexander,
operations for securing nuclear
(Cont'd from page 1)
as Tennessee governor and presi- to do this.'
weapons know-how.
Of Martin, Bush said: "Working
dent of the National Governors
The Vienna-based International from 1978-86.
Americans
have a friend in Lynn
Association,
been
aggreshas
an
Atomic Energy Agency failed to
While governor, he pushed for
Martin. She understands the chaldiscover the existence of the labor- education reform and instituted his sive advocate for education and has
atory when its representatives vis- "master teacher plan." That plan the television skills Cavazos was lenges facing our workforce."
The Martin and Alexander
ited Iraq last month, the report gave teachers higher pay based on often criticized for lacking.
appointments are all but certain to
priorities
will
Alexander
his
said.
said
education levels and performance.
be to improve schools for the win confirmation on Capitol Hill.
Bush made the announcement at nation's children and training and
Both will have to go before the
a morning meeting with reporters adult education opportunities for Senate Education and Labor Comat which he also introduced his American workers who need new mittee, probably in January.
new labor secretary, outgoing Rep. skills for the changing workplace.
The moves also fill the Cabinet,
Lynn Marta. Bush announced the
Alexander said that when Ten- for now.
Transportation Secretary Samuel
Martin choice Friday, while she nessee was looking for workers for
was home in Illinois.
a new General Motors plant fami- Skinner is among those being conStill open is the top job at the lies considering the move would sidered for the chairman's post at
the Republican National CommitRepublican National Committee, ask two questions.
vacant anew because of last week's
"The second question is, 'Where tee, a post Bush is expected to fill
surprise withdrawal by William can I get good schools for my soon.
Bush was expected to fill the
Bennett.
children?' and the first question is,
education post quickly because of
criticism the administration
received for the way Cavazos was
States, and from governors, sena- forced to resign. Cavazos, theofirst
tors, entertainers, and even a Hispanic American to serve in the
91-year-old man who hasn't missed Cabinet, was not on hand for the
a Christmas request in 40 years. announcement he was leaving the
(Cont'd from page 1)
"He comes the day after Cabinet, as is the customary
the cards with one of two special Thanksgiving. I know then it's practice.
Bush made no reference to Cavapostmarks — three wisemen on time to start," said Kentucky's
zos as he introduced Alexander.
camels riding toward the Star of Peyton.
"No governor in the country is
Ron Spalding, window clerk at
Bethlehem, which has been available for 30 years, and a new post- the Bethlehem, N.H., post office, so clearly identified with the movemark of just the star offered for the population 700, said 10,000 letters ment to improve education," Bush
came the first week from all over said.
first time this year.
In August 1988, Alexander
There is the occasional request the country.
to postmark a letter to Santa
"The rest of the year, things are received the James B. Conant
because "he might like it better" kind of quiet here. But you make Award from the Education Comor even mail for the baby Jesus, the up for it now," he laughed. The mission of the States.
postmasters say. Some packages post office offers a cachet of a
During the award ceremony,
contain just a few cards, while winter scene in addition to its Missouri Gov. John Ashcroft, said:
others might have even a thousand. postmark.
"I can think of no other state
Requests come from Europe, CanaPeyton's family has run the post cy leader who has had more poliimpact
da and Asia as well as the United office in Henry County, Ky., since on education than
Lamar Alexan1934. Peyton took over for his der. He has offered innovative
polimother nine years ago. It is the cies to get on with the business
of
smallest of the Bethlehem post raising the standards and
perforoffices.
mance of education in the United
"Sometimes the work's a little States."
trying at Christmas. With just 200
Other candidates for the educacustomers, it's a real change.
tion post had included Hawaii Rep.
"But you get to see and hear Pat Saiki, who like Martin lost a
from a lot of nice people once a Senate race, and Lynne Cheney,
year. And it makes you proud to wife of Defense Secretary Dick
know that some card being opened Cheney and president of the
somewhere, someone notices little National Endowment for the
Bethlehem, Kentucky."
Humanities.
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from all the staff at the
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We're busy preparing for our annual Holiday
Rooms at all three banking offices. So,plan to
stop by Bank of Murray for delicious punch,
hot coffee and your favorite cookies every day
from December 19 through December 24,
during banking hours. It's Bank of Murray's
way of saying "Murray Christmas" to all our
friends!
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Almo man faces
various charges

Murray man faces
drug possession
charges Friday

Attendant attacked
at station Saturday,
suffers laceration
The Murray Police Department
is investigating an apparent assault
of a service station attendant Saturday, according to reports.'
Stephen Greg Fuqua, 19, of Rt.
1, Dexter, told police that he was
assaulted by an unknown assailant
with a straight razor at the 641
Shell Station on S. 12th Street
around 7:12 p.m.
Fuqua was treated and released
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for a laceration to his
right side following the incident.
Fuqua said he was approached
by a white male, approximately 6
ft. tall, 200 lbs., wearing a blue or
black ski mask, a blue jean jacket
and jeans, police said. The suspect
demanded money and attacked
Fuqua after he refused to
cooperate.
After the attack, the suspect fled
on foot.
Anyone with information concerning this incident should contact
the Murray Police Department at
753-1621.

Puryear woman
injured in 1-car
accident Sunday

:!$

A Purycar woman was injured
Sunday in a one-car accident,
according to a report from the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
Tammy Peek. 23. was treated
and released at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital after she
swerved to avoid a collision with
another car which turned in front of
her at the intersection of Green
Plains Church Road and U.S. 641
about five miles south of Murray
around 6 p.m., according to police.
Peek's vehicle left the road and
ran into a ditch, police said

ter, William Brian Lewis, Lenora LeAnn Lockhart, Jeanette Geurin McCallon;
Melanie Lenote McClain, Janice Kay McKinney. Ronald Gene Miller Jr., Daniel B. Moore,
Robert D. Newcomb, Matthew Wayne Oakley,
Kellye Jo Olson, Philip B. Orr, James A. Parham, Keith Allen Peacock, Ann M. Perry,
Edwin R. Phelps, Hungkuang Shaw, John
Ryland Smelter. Melanie Ann Smith, Jimmy
Krit Stubblefield;
Bruce Thomas, Lawrence Chinwendu Ukoh,
Jennifer Tabers Vaughn, Tonya Gaye Venters,
Michael Shane Wallace, Josephine T. Williamson and William Richard Winders.
Candidates for master's degrees
Primo& Chalugune, Suebsak Chantarungsri,
Kenneth Lee Claud, Margaret H. French, Betty
Gay Grogan, Mary Anne Halley, Melvin Brent
Henley, Samuel Conrad Kennedy, Mary Rascoe
Nelson, Mauricio Polania, Wanda K. Rolfe,
Daniel Bennett Roth, Lisa Gilmer Rudolph,
Mohamed Reza Soltani, Jeff J. Steen, Katherine
Halford Thweatt and Steven Anthony Vargas.
Candidates for associate degrees
Mark G. Arneson, Angela Carol Salentine,
Christina Marie Bochrner, Michael Ray Elliott,
Carolyn Wilford Page, Vicki Jan Parker,
Catherine Anne Rich and Michael Ray Welker.

Firemen respond
to smoke scare
The Murray Fire Department
responded to a call of a structure
fire at the Calloway County Jail
Sunday around 11:57 p.m., according to reports.
Smoke as reported coming
from the cellblock but no fire was
found, according to a department
spokesperson.
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Wishing you
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Dr. David Roos of Habitat for Humanity introduces the Patterson family, who will be moving
into Calloway County's first home, built by the group, next week. Members of the community attended
a dedication
for the home, located in Lynnwood Heights on Kentucky 94 W., Saturday. Roos said the chapter
hopes to
begin building another home next year.

Most Stores Open 9:00 a.m. 'Til Late
Mon., Dec. 17 Thru Sat., Dec. 22 and Wed., Dec. 26

With 40MB Drive & Monitor

Season's
Greetings
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Habitat for Humanity

547 students apply for
degrees at Murray State

An Almo man was arrested Sunday and charged with various
,offenses after he allegedly failed to
-stop for police after running a stop
.'sign. according to a report from the
Murray Police Department.
A total of 547 students have
Gregor L. Boggess. 29. of Rt. 1. filed applications for degrees at
Almo, was arrested and charged Murray State University for the
with wanton endangerment, disre- mid-year.
garding a stop sign, reckless drivAmong the candidates are 400
ing, speeding, driving under the for bachelor's degrees, 132 for
influence and resisting an order to master's degrees knd 15 for associstop after he reportedly failed to ate degrees. They represent 19
stop at the intersection of 4th and states and four countries.
Chestnut streets around 3:22 a.m.,
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions
police said.
and registrar, said the exact number
Boggess was stopped north of of graduates will be determined
Murray off Kentucky 1824 on when school officials have comWhitlow Road, police said.
pleted a check of each graduate's
credentials to certify that all graduation requirements have been met.
No formal mid-year graduation
is held at MSU. Students who graduate at the conclusion of the fall
semester receive degrees by mail
and have the option to return in
A Murray man was arrested and May to participate in cap and gown
charged with drug possession after ceremonies.
Among the candidates for graduan incident in the parking lot of
McDonald's Friday night, accord- ation from Calloway County are:
Candidates for bachelor's degrees
ing to a report from the Murray
Miachcl Walton Bellies, Ronald A. Blydcn
Police Department.
Jr., Ross Lee Bolen, James E. Cain II, Denise C.
Charles Thomas Vance Jr., 20, Cannon, Jamie Ray Clemons, Lueann Coleman,
of 1913 Wiswell Road, was Deborah Roos Cunningham, Valerie Jo Gilbert
Curd, David Michael Dill, Vincent K. Doom,
arrested and charged with posses- Karen
Lenore Dowdy, Valerie Gaye Edwards,
sion of marijuana less than 8 oz., Rita E. Foy, Mary Leigh Furchcs, Sherri Kay
possession of an alcoholic beverage Gallimorc;
Edward Garland, Rick Garland, Rusby a minor, possession of drug sellMichael
Jerome Garland, Michael Wayne Garrison,
paraphernalia and illegal transpor- Jerry Wayne Green, Kimberly Kaye Greene,
tation of liquor around 10:20 p.m., Dana Deck Hanna, Terry G. Hansen, Kathleen
Harman, Deborah J. Keller. Sherry Ellen Lassipolice said.
Vance was lodgd in the Calloway County Jail, police said.
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PERSPECTIVE
Day of the
deal-meister

Asked what he thought of Saddam Hussein's decision to release
American hostages, President Bush
said, "I think you can make the
case that this facilitates the tough
decisions that might lie ahead."
What decisions? Well, with Americans out of Iraq and Kuwait, Mr.
Bush said, "that's just one less
worry I've got," if we go to war.
Hopefully, this macho talk is not
a sign of presidential intent. For
there is good reason to believe Mr.
Bush can achieve his basic policy
goals without the war his countrymen do not want.
The question is: What is George
Bush prepared to settle for?
If he wants a deal whereby Saddam Hussein gets out of Kuwait,
meeting the terms of the Security
Council resolutions', the dealmeister, Secretary of State James
Baker, can probably cut it. But, if
Mr. Bush insists on rubbing Saddam Hussein's nose in defeat and
smashing Iraq's armed forces, we
will probably have to go to war.
Why are the War Hawks determined to destroy Iraq? Because
they say, Saddam is the new Hitler!
But the analogy is absurd. Whatever my be said of Hitler, he was a
world-class warlord, who attacked
the world's greates empires, France
and Britain; attacked the world's
largest nation, the Soviet Union,
and declared war of the world's
mightiest industrial power, the
United States. And Saddam Hussein? He attacked an Iran that was
flat on its back, gassed some
defenseless Kurds and invaded
mighty Kuwait.
Confronted with a serious adversary like the United States, Saddam
Hussein has been a pussycat. Not a
single aerial dogfight has taken
place; not a single U.S. hostage has
been treated with the brutality
accorded all 52 Americans held by
the ayatollah's Iran.
If Iraq does not want war, what
is Mr. Bush's price for peace?
Already, he has a success. Saudi
Arabia is secure; the threat that
Iraq would grab control of half of
the world's oil reserves has been
lifted. A U.N. coalition has
imposed the toughest embargo in
history, cutting back Iraq's industrial production 40 percent. Iraq
seems willing to withdraw from
Kuwait. Why is this not enough?
The War Party insists that if
Saddam survives, with his power
intact, he will acquire nuclear weapons; and, we will face a future
war far bloodier than the one we
must fight now to finish him off.
But, to say we must have a
bloodbath now to avert a bloodbath
later is the Kissingerian counsel of
despair. It is to say war with Iraq is
inevitable, when it is not. Why
would a cold and calculating
despot like Saddam Hussein, who
has shown himself desperate to
avoid conventional war with
America, ever want a nuclear one?

Vice President Quayle says it
may be immoral to delay a U.S.
attack. But, this, too, seems an
absurd argument, as each day Iraq
grows weaker while we grow stronger. Had we listened to the warmongers who wanted air strikes in
August, 3,000 Americans — how
home or headed home — would be
dead, and our 82nd Airborne could
have been cut to pieces defending
Saudi oil fields against armored
divisions outnumbering them
10-to-1. By waiting four months,
instead of fighting, Mr. Bush has
made victory certain if war comes.
Is this not an excellent argument
for continued patience?
Some Democrats may be praying
for the humiliation of Mr. Bush in
the Gulf; surely, Adm. Willaim
Crowe and Gen. David Jones,
Zbigniew Brzezinski and ex-Navy
Secretary Jim Webb are not. They
all counsel a policy of patience,
letting sanctions squeeze, while
Mr. Baker negotiates Saddam Hussein's withdraw! from Kuwait.
The President apparently fears
that if Saddam is not cut down militarily, if he gets the Rumaila oil
field and Bubiyan Island one day
from Kuwait, that will constitute a
"reward for aggression," and he
will be branded forever as the
architect of a "Middle East
Munich."
But, by whom?
In an ideal world, Saddam Hussein would be forced to retreat
from Kuwait, and would be handed
over by the Iraqi people, along
with his generals, for war crimes
trials. And he would be hung. And
Kuwait would be restored with
funds from the Iraqi Treasury.
But, we do not live in an ideal
world.
In the real world, many aggressions go unpunished.
Kim II Sung, who launched a
Korean War that killed 50,000
Americans, survived with his power intact, and survives today. Moscow launched a 10-year war of
genocide against Afghanistan that
included use of chemical weapons
and mines disguised as toys. Yet,
when Gorbachev, who fought that
war longer than FDR fought World
War II, marched out, he was hailed
as a peacemaker. What price has
Indonesia paid for the rape of East
Timor, the Turks for the invasion
of Cyprus, the Syrians and Israelis
for the invasion of Lebanon, the
Chinese for the rape of Tibet?
Botton line: No vital U.S. interest has been threatened by Iraq's
four-month occupation of Kuwait.
None. And, no vital interest is
threatened, if it takes four more
months, of embargo and blockade
to force him out.
For 40 years, the United State
has kept its ground forces out of
the bloody conflicts of the Middle
East, even though, in those 40
years, we saw allied regimes overthrown in Iraq, Libya, Ethiopa and
Iran, Israel fight six wars, and
OPEC run up the price of oil from
$3 a barrel in 1970 and $40 a barrel in 1979.
If none of these disasters so
threatened our vital interests that
U.S. ground forces had to fight to
protect them, how does Iraq's
occupation of tiny Kuwait?
Answer: it does noi

Today In History
Today is Monday. Dec. 17, the 351st day of 1990. There are 14 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 17, 1903, the Wright Brothers — Orville and Wilbur — staged
the first successful powered-airplane flight near Kitty Hawk, N.C.
On this date:
In 1777, France recognized American independence.
In 1830, South American patriot Simon Bolivar died in Colombia.
In 1925, Col. William "Billy" Mitchell was convicted at his courtmartial of insubordination.
In 1933, in the first world championship football game, the Chicago
Bears defeated the New York Giants, 23-21.
In 1939, the German pocket battleship Graf Spec was scuttled by its
crew, ending the World War II Battle of the River Plate off Uruguay.
In 1983, six people were killed when a bomb planted by Irish Republican Army volunteers exploded outside Harrods department store in
London.
In 1986, Eugene Hasenfus, the American convicted by Nicaragua for
his part in running guns to the Contras, was pardoned, then released.
Ten years ago: President-elect Reagan announced his choice of Michael
K. Deaver to serve as deputy White House chief of staff.
4
Five years ago: The U.S. House of Representatives approved President
Reagan's tax-overhaul initiative, sending it to the Senate for its
consideration.
One year ago: More than 100,000 Soviet citizens turned out to honor
the late humap rights advocate Andrei D. Sakharov, a day before he was
buried in Moscow.
Today's Birthdays: Newspaper columnist William Safire is 61. Penthouse magazine publisher Robert Guccione is 60. Singer-actor Tommy
Steele is 54. Comedian Eugene Levy is 44.
Thought for Today: "You have no idea how big the other fellow's
troubles are." — B.C. Forbes, Scottish journalist (1880-1954).
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Murder, he wrote
Jay Bias was a young black man
shot to death by another black man
in the Washington, D.C., suburbs,
an area where violent death had
become a way of life.
Bias' death would probably have
been little noticed had he not been
BY Cal
the brother of Len Bias, a basketThomas
ball star for the University of
Maryland and a first-round draft
pick for the Boston Celtics. Len
Bias died four years ago of a than it was for a United States soldier to be kifled on a tour of duty
cocaine overdose.
Three thousand people turned in Vichiaml.
Frochlke places blame for the
out for Jay Bias' funeral. Jay's
father and the politicians who increase on "immediate access to
attended called for tougher gun firearms, alcohol and substance
control laws. Preachers railed abuse, drug trafficking, poverty,
against the wages of sin. Mothers racial discrimination and cultural
cried.
acceptance of violent behavior."
With two weeks left in 1990,
Those are the familiar answers.
more than a dozen large American They are followed by calls for
cities have broken their annual more government programs to
homicide records and others will solve the problem. Yet, nothing
surely follow. Records have fallen changes.
in Dallas, Phoenix, San Antonio,
Programs can help, but they
Memphis, Milwaukee, Boston, won't solve the problem. Several
New Orleans, Richmond, Provi- new programs have been proposed
dence, R.I., Bridgeport, Conn., by the Justice Department's Office
Oakland and Fresno.
of Juvenile Justice and DelinquenNew York City has had more cy Prevention (01.1DP). These
than 2,000 violent deaths this year. include boot camps for juvenile
Last year, 1,905 were murdered
offenders and restitution. But they
Among major cities. Washington; are no substitute, according to
D.C., continues to have the highest 01.1DP Administrator Robert
per capita murder rate in the Sweet, "for morals (which) should
country.
be taught at home, reinforced at
The homicide rate for young school and modeled by adults."
blacks has risen by two-thirds in
This in so obvious that there
five years. According to Dr. Robert should be no debate, but amazingly
Froehlke of the Centers for Disease there is. Whenever the question of
Control, "In some areas of the morals or "traditional values" is
country it is now more likely for a raised, self-appointed guardians of
black male between his 15th and the Constitution protest by asking
25th birthday to die from homicide the rhetorical question, "Whose

CAL'S
THOUGHTS

morals?" as if one moral code cannot be preferred over another.
If these staggeringly high murder
rates (and we can add teen-age pregnancy rates and other social problems) are to be reduced, those who
know which morals work need to
get off defense and start playing
offense.
Those who have held to traditional values and who remember
right from wrong are not to blame
for the moral mud slide, and thus
have nothing for which to apologize. Those who are now handing
out condoms in the public schools
and allowing "artists" to dump
their audio and visual filth into the
public mainstream and into our
children's minds are the ones who
have tarnished the nation's
goodness.
These are the ones who ought to
be indicted by those who have suffered, like the Bias family. They
must not be allowed to escape
blame.
Richard C. Halverson, the chaplain of the U.S. Senate, recently
handed down his own indictment of
what he called our "no-fault society." "Implicit in democracy is order
— individual as well as corporate
discipline," he wrote.
"Democracy without order is
anarchy, and anarchy breeds chaos
and tyranny.
"We demand freedom without
restraint, rights without responsibility, choice without consequences, pleasure without pain.
"In our narcissistic, hedonistic,
masochistic, valueless preoccupation, we are becoming a people
dominated by lust, avarice and

greed.
"We demand the right to sin but
deny the right to train in righteousness... demand the right to oppose
religion but deny the right to propagate religion.
"In the name of 'pluralism' we
demand a distinctiveness, monotonous, meaningless syncretism in
which morality is ridiculed, and
amorality is celebrated.
"And with sublime naivete we
wonder at the futility of efforts to
eliminate crime, drug abuse, alcohol abuse, child abuse, wife abuse,
suicide, war and the absence of
peace.
"We promote consumerism',
acquisition, accumulation and prosperity — while we 'tip the hat' to
poverty, hunger, homelessness, disability and human need all around
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it any wonder we are losing
our influence, our leadership in the
world?"
Halverson then reminds us of a
universal promise and a universal
indictment found in Proverbs
14:34, "Righteousness exalts a
nation, but sin is a reproach to any
people." Before we focus all of our
attention on tougher gun laws
(Washington. D.C., has the nation's
toughest but they have done little
good) or more prisons or longer
prison sentences, doesn't it make
sense to consider that the fault lies
not in any of the observable externals but within each of us? Are we
adults not the ones who should feel
reproached? Then, having felt this
reproach, should we not repent, as
the preachers say, and do something about it?
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
0-5-8. Lotto: 1-8-17-19-28-31.
Estimated jackpot: SI million.
Sunday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash: 9-7-7.
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURICEEN
Ten years ago
Bill L. Teuton has been naned
executive director of MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce.
The Murray-Calloway County
Transit Authority is now in operation, according to Sue Morris,
director.
Claudia Billington, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Billington, was
named Miss Murray High School at
a winter dance. Her attendants are
Tammic Campbell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dale Campbell, Starr
Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry M. Jones, and Elizabeth
Stout, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Dick Stout.
Twenty years ago
Jean Blankenship, secretary of
Calloway County Public Library
Board of Trustees, and Margaret
Trcvathan, librarian, are pictured,
acepted a check for $12.562 for
1970 grant to Calloway County for
local public library construction
project.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Hale were
married for 50 years on Dec. 15.
Officers of ncw chapter of Clean
Teens at Calloway County High
School are Gary Potts, Cathy Lockhart, Christy Lockhart, Kathryn
Hardie, Tim Fannin, Debbie Chapman and Tonya Bucy.
Thirty years ago
Murray Hospital reported the

census for Dec. 15 as having reached the highest since last February
with a patient count of 86, according to Bernard Harvey,
administrator.
Hoyt Roberts, Donald Tucker
and H.T. Waldrop were elected as
officers of Murray Real Estate
Board.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby English, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Dunlap, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Crawford,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Parham, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hershel] McKendree, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Glisson, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. H.P. Grimmett, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gene S. Cathey and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Victor Lee
Vaught.
Forty years ago
Calloway County is one of 14
Kentucky countics included in
1951 Federal Crop Insurance Program for Tobacco.
C.A. Bucy, senior, was selected
as Best All-Around Student at New
Concord High School.
Louise Swann of Asheville,
N.C., home economics supervisor
for 19 counties in North Carolina,
will spend the holidays with her
father, Robert Swarm, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Workman of
Riverside, Calif., arc the guests of
his father, J.T. Workman.
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_MURRAY TODAY
DATEBOOK

Brass Quartet to ,Yizle concert

Hazel club selling cookbooks

WKAS now in Weaks' Center
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc., is now located in the Weak
Community Center at Seventh and Poplar Streets. The office will be
closed Dec. 21 to 25 for the Christmas holidays. Kim Crowden, social
worker with WKAS, said help is available with heating bills through the
Crisis Program. To be eligible for assistance, a person must have a cutoff
notice. The office is open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

Murray Transit gives rates
Sue Morris, manager of Murray-Calloway Transit Authority has
released information concerning rates and zone information. The fees are
as follows: Zone 1, inside city limits, $2 fare; Zone 2, $4; Zone 3, $6;
Zone 4, $8. Extra stops will be 25 cents. With advanced ticket sales of a
minimum af five it will be 20 percent off. For monthly/daily work pass to
and from work it will be 25 percent off. For more information call
753-9725.

Glenn Close talks
about motherhood
and John Starke

Lighting contest in progress

CCMS Bands to give concert
Calloway County Middle School Bands will present a winter concert on
Tuesday, Dec. 18, at 7 p.m. in CCMS gym. Featured will be the Beginning Band and the Seventh and Eighth Grade Band in the program to be
about 45 minutes in length. This is free and open to the public.

MCWC Board zvill meet

Magazine publishes article
Helen Steffen, publicity chairman for Alpha Mu #4760, EpSilon
Sigma Alpha, International Sorority, has just had a picture and article
published in the What's Happening
Section of ESA Activities and
Events Winter 1990, Volume 60,
Number 4 of The Jonquil, the ESA
International Magazine Publication.
The article mentions that Steffen
won first place with her entry in
the International Chapter Publicity/
Public Relations competition, but
she doesn't believe in resting on
her laurels. It states that among the
chapter's on-going projects is the
sponsoring of bingo games and
sing-alongs at West View Nursing
Home.
The picture shows Allene

Haiel Woman's Club has received its third shipment of cookbook,
"Seasoned with Love," just in time for Christmas. The books are $6 each
and may be purchased from any member of the club, at Merle Norman
Cosmetics, Bank of Murray or Dees Bank of Hazel.

As in the past few years, the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will judge and announce winners of the Christmas Outdoor Lighting Contest. Judging started the night of Monday, Dec. 10, and
will end with the night of Tuesday, Dec. 18. After the judging, the committee will decide the winners and have their displays photographed.
Judging will be limited to the Murray city limits. To avoid missing a good
contender, the committee will appreciate a telephone call recommending
the caller's display or that of someone else. Members of the committee
are Blanche Allbritten, 753-5426, Gloria McLaughlin, 753-5338, Louise
Baker, 753-2409, and the department chairperson, Mary Hopson,
759-1205.
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lo'Burkeell, editor

Murray Middle School's Brass Quartet will present a mini-concert of
Christmas music in the lobby of downtown office of Bank of Murray
on Tuesday, Dec. 18, at 12:30 p.m. The group has performed in the
National Scouting Museum, Dickens Alley, for church groups and
Christmas parties in the area. The director is Beth Stribling. head of
band programs at Murray Middle. Pictured, from left, are Keisa Bennett, Lori Cook, Tracy Pervine and Aaron Perkins. The public is
invited to drop by the lobby of Bank Murray, Fourth and Main
Streets, for the colleen.

Knight, pianist, and Helen Steffen,
the "roaming violinist" getting
ready to begin a songfest.
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Layaway For Christmas

NEW YORK (AP) — Glenn
Close says she's enjoying motherhood and the man in her life, but
she's "still not in the marrying
mood."
The 43-year-old actress said that
she and film producer John Starke
"are committed to each other, and
I don't need a certificate to say so.
I've been married twice and I don't
know what- good it did for me
psychologically." ,
She and Starke have a 2-year-old
girl, Annie Maude, who Close said
in the January issue of Ladies'
Home Journal "has brought me an
incredible amount of sensitivity
and I think she's made me a nicer
person."

Kirksev gives donation

The Executive Board of Murray Christian Women's Club will meet
Tuesday, Dec. 18, at 9:35 a.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public
Library. Jill Courtney, chairman, urges all board members to attend.

Tucker T.V.
753-2900
1914 Coldssater Rd., Thirras

THEATRESE

Home Alone
(PG)
The Rookie
(R)

Dexter Seniors plan party
The Dexter Senior Citizens will have their annual Christmas get
together on Tuesday, Dec. 18, starting at 10 a.m. at the Dexter Center.
Coffee, soft drinks and finger foods will be served. Gifts will be
exchanged by those who drew names. Elsie Springer, site director, urges
all interested senior citizens to attend.

We wish you health and
happiness...this holiday
season, in the coming
year, and forever.

Singles will meet Tuesday

"Modern Technology For
Today's Printing Needs-

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Dec. 18, at 7
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce office. This will
be the annual Christmas party and each one should bring a gag gift of S3
maximum, and a snack to share. All singles are invited to attend. For
more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary,
1-527-0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249.
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Celebrates first birthday

Ghost
(PG13)

Quigley Down
Under (PG13)
Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

of murray

Rent your motes • at the movies!

Southside Center
759-4796

1008 Chestnut Za. 753.3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

Hal Winchester

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE

Fain Insurance Agency
Murray, Ky.

614 S. 4th St.

753-0632

Don Paschall, left, a member of Lodge 170 of kirksey Woodmen of
the World, presents a check to Clarice Norworthy, center, and Stephen Norsworthy, representing the W.A.T.C.H.(work actilities training center for the handicapped). The check for $1,000 was presented
to W.A.T.C.H. during the Family Night dinner held by the Kirksey
lodge.

Year End Liquidation
50% to-175% Off
No Reasonable Offer Refused
on Any in Stock Merchandise
Leslie Annette Stroup is celebrating her first birthday today, Dec. 17.
She is the daughter of David and Melody Stroup of Murray. Her
grandparents are Leroy and Laureen Hart of Kirksey, Connie and
!Mary Stroup of Mayfield, and Jim and Dolores Legg of New Mexico.
Her great-grandparents are Mary Gatewood of Selmer, Tenn., Mary
Morris of Mayfield, and Connie and Sybil Stroup of Cuba. A greatgreat-grandmother is Neil Holley of Mayfield.

A very Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year
from our
employees and
their families to
you and yours.

"Maxene, Sherry, Renee and Justin Lee
wish you and yours a Happy Holiday Season
and a Prosperous New Year.
715 So. 12th St., Murray, Ky. (next to Vernon's)
753-1293

47.88

SALE
Post Impress S.

SEASON TO SAVE

753-9514
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JO-AN'S varieties • on the square
Large Selection

FLOWER
BASKE
T
609h S. 4th

Reg. $55 Sna
and style rp,
charge fcy-fon@
desqn wars

Children's

Ladies' Wear
Dresses, Slacks,
Sweaters, Skirts

ILL

Off

Name Brands
1/2 Off

Ladies' Lingerie
30%, Off

Children's Holiday Wear I Children's Pajamas and Denim
60% Off
20% Off
I
*OPEN SUNDAY 1-5*

JCPenn
Styling Salon
No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5
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Harris Grove Club will meet
Harris Grove Homemakers Club will meet Wednesday, Dec. 19, at 11
Lm. at the home of Melva Cooper, Butterworth Road, Lynn Grove. Sherry Edwards will be cohostess. This will be a Christmas potluck luncheon.
Gifts will be exchanged and sunshine friends revealed. At the November
meeting at Ellis Center, Anna Lou Tarry presented a lesson on "Building
Self-Confidence," and Margaret Taylor gave the devotion. Molena Armstrong called the roll with each member giving her favorite Thanksgiving
recipe. Hostesses were Grace James and Myrtle Jones.

Local teachers speak
Three faculty members in the
College of Education at Murray
State University made presentations at the recent Parent Education
Night at Lowes Elementary School
in Graves County.
Speakers were as follows:
*Dr. Edith Carlisle, assistant
professor in the Department of
Educational Leadership and
Counseling, who emphasized to
parents the importance of listening
to their children.
*Dr. Bobbie Weatherly, assistant
professor in the Department of
Elementary and Secondary Educa-

tion, who demonstrated various athome activities parents can use to
encourage and support reading and
language development.
*Dr. James Willis, associate professor in the Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education, ho gave an overview of the
Kentucky Educational Reform Act
and outlined the changes parents
can expect.
Approximately 75 parents
attended the session sponsored by
the counseling program at Lewes
Elementary School.

,001440W644821/

"VIctAfteL,'
Jr. & Missy Apparel

Dixieland Shopping
Center
On Chestnut
753-2720
Murray

GREAT FOR
CHRISTMAS
•Rompers
*Jogging Suits
'Holiday Sweaters

evo..41..44,4z gel
jolz ‘494.4
OUR PRICES-----UNBEATABLE
OUR SERVICES UNBELIEVABLE

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

For Christmas...
Give the Gift of Vision.

L.A. Optical
—For Your Eyes-

310 N. 12th St.

Time Square

753-8641

Chelsea Ann Wadkins born

amLt,
aft mow - Amy.

Mr. and Mrs. Allen Lane Wadkins of Rt. 3, Box 419, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Chelsea Ann, weighing seven pounds two ounces,
measuring 201/4 inches, born on Sunday, Dec. 9, at 9:07 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Tina Michelle Swift.
Grandparents are Alton and Pat Swift of 1303 Story Ave., Murray, and
Don and Wilma Walcins, Rt. 1, Kirksey. A great-grandmother is Mrs.
Emily Swift of Rt. 3, Benton.

Po.
011441
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UDC Chapter plans meeting
J.N. Williams Chapter of United Daughters of the Confederacy will
meet Wednesday, Dec. 19, at 1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Ed Davis,
1513 Chaucer Dr., Murray. All members and interested persons are
invited, Mrs. Davis said.

Squash-Corn Casserole recipe
listed for easy dish for menu
By NANCY BYAL
Batter Hornria Magazin* Food Editor

For speed and easy cleanup,
cook your family's favorite winter
vegetables in the microwave oven.
This casserole combines the favorite flavor of scalloped corn with
the creaminess of squash. You can
mix and cook the whole dish in the
same microwave-safe casserole.
Total cooking time is about 16
minutes.
Squash-Corn Casserole
One 1-pound butternut squash
2 tablespoons water
/
1
2 cup chopped onion
/
1 2 cup chopped green pepper
2 tablespoons margarine or
butter
One 17-ounce can cream-style
corn
1 cup coarsely crushed rich
round crackers (21 crackers)
/
1
2 cup shredded American
cheese
2 tablespoons chopped pimiento
V. cup chopped pecans

11.4

uma
im

Halve squash lengthwise and
crosswise. Scoop out seeds and
membrane. In a 11
/
2 -quart
microwave-safe casserole place
squash pieces and water. Cook,
covered, on 100 percent power
(high) for 9 to 11 minutes or until
squash is tender, rearranging once.
Drain squash and casserole. Scoop
out and mash pulp.
In the 1 -quart casserole cook
onion and green pepper in margarine, covered, on high for 2 to 3
minutes or until just tender. Stir in
mashed squash, corn, crushed
crackers, cheese and pimiento.
Cook, covered, on high for 41/2 to
61
/
2 minutes or until hot, stirring
once. Sprinkle with chopped nuts.
Makes 6 servings.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include International
Supper at 6 p.m. and Puppet Practice at 8 p.m.

Nutrition information per serving: 243 cal., 5 g pro., 30 g carb.,
13 g fat, 10 mg chol., 497 mg
sodium. U.S. RDA: 58 percent vit.
A, 40 percent vit. C, 15 percent
thiamine, It percent riboflavin, 14
percent niacin, 13 percent calcium.

Food Drive by National Guard
for Need .Line will start at 6:30
p.m. at the armory on Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road. Volunteers
are needed. For information call
753-4042.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, December 18, 1990

VIRGO
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Nit (Aug.23 to Sept. 22j
You could take up a new hobby
You're blessed with innovative new
now. You'll feel especially close to a
ideas today coupled with the charm
child today. Enjoyment comes
to get them across to others. You
have more than one iron in the fire through creative interests and recreational pursuits tonight.
and some of them get hot now!
LIBRA
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Per (Sept.23 to Oct. 22)
It's a good time for making domesAn idea comes to you in a flash
now that's really worth acting on. tic decisions and for having company
Meetings with agents and advisers over. It's the right day for last minute
are favored today—Enjoy cultural Christmas shopping. A relative is very
thoughtful.
pursuits and plan for travel
SCORPIO
GEMINI
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll feel inspired now and, if
You'll have important discussions
today pertaining to investments and you're a creative type, this will be a
finances. A project you've been wonderful day of progress for you.
working on for some time now nears You have the right words to get
across what you mean.
completion.
SAGITTARIUS
CANCER
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
(June 21 to July 22)
de
This is the day when you'll finally
New levels of understanding are
reached in a relationship now. The know what to 'get everybody for
eicchange of romantic sentiments is Christmas. You cbuldn't have a better
favored. The evening hours accent day for shopping or for making
important financial decisions.
togetherness.
CAPRICORN
LEO
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Listen to your intuitive promptings
You have good insights into career
matters today. Either it's an office today and you'll be at the right place
party or an invitation you receive at the right time. Your thinking is
from a co-worker now. Accent home brilliant now and your manners are
impeccable.
life tonight.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Though pre-holiday dais are usually hectic, you'll find time for
yourself today. It's a good day for
making preparations, whether they
be in connection with business or
pleasure.
PISCES
*Iv
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
maw
You may be hard to pin down now,
but you'll be busy getting together
May Santa
with your friends. You may drop in on
make all your
someone without prior notice. It's a
wishes come true
time of merriment!
•
YOU BORN TODAY are sociable,
during this
friendly, but may be slow to take
festive season.
others into your confidence. You're
somewhat restless and need to be
careful not to scatter your energies.
Court Square
You have administrative talents and
763-4087
are 'versatile. You have a natural
interest in the more high-minded
pursuits and could be drawn to
philosophy, eduation, and religion.

sit

A

Yours, Mine and Ours

Call Frances Drake
Your Personal Horoscope
1 900 228 0360
$1 a Olinate

seasons cheer
• Here's hoping your holiday
wishes come true'

Bob Nanney
Insurance Agency
107 N. 441t
733-4937

W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center for the handicapped)
Employer of the Month Award has been presented to Esa's Custom
Sewing and Alterations for the month of December. Pictured, from
left, are W.A.T.C.H. Job Coach Patrice Hudson, owner Eva Henley,
and employee Martha Green. The award is presented to area businesses who demonstrate outstanding confidence in hiring the handicapped worker. Any employer who is interested in hiring a worker,
or would like more information on the program may contact Hudson
at W.A.T.C.H., phone 759-1965.

Community events listed
Monday, Dec. 17

Residents of Olive Boulevard
will present illuminaries at dusk.
Motorists are asked to drive slowly
and turn lights off for best effect of
the special candles along the
boulevard.
Rho Chapter Alpha Delta Kappa
will meet at 7 p.m. at home of Jean
Watkins.
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will be at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Tuesday, Dec. 18
holiday punch and hot coffee will
be served in the hotel lobby.
Board of Murray Christian
Women's Club will meet at 9:35
a.m. in Annex of Calloway County
Public Library.
Morning Coffee Break will be at
9:30 a.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) will meet at 7 p.m. at
Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.
Ladies' Bible Class will meet at
9:30 a.m. at Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
Ladies' Bible Class will meet at
9:30 a.m. at University Church of
Christ.

Bingo for Water Valley Volunteer Fire Department will be played
at 6:30 p.m. at Water Valley Community Center.

Mothers' Morning Out will meet
at 9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.

Weight Control Group will meet
at 6 p.m. at Glendale Road Church
of Christ.

Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.

Boy Scout Troop 77 will meet at
6:30 p.m. at First Christian Church.
Illuminated holiday scenes may
be seen from 5 to 8 p.m. in drive
through Kenlake State Park. Free
holiday punch and hot coffee will
be served in hotel lobby.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will met at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall on Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road.
West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society will meet at 6 p.m. at
The Pines Restaurant, Paducah.
Tuesday, Dec. 18
Annual Christmas party for
Senior Citizens of Dexter will be at
10 a.m. at Dexter Center.
Haiel Center will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Weaks Center will be open from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. for activities by senior
citizens.
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.
Illuminated holiday scenes may
be seen from 5 to 8 p.m. in driving
through Kenlake State Park. Free

Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace
Restaurant.
Murray Middle School Brass
Quartet will perform at 12:30 p.m.
in downtown office of Bank of
Murray.
Calloway County Middle School
Beginning Band and Seventh and
Eighth Grade Band will present a
winter concert at 7 p.m. in CCMS
Gym. There is no admission
charge.
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9:30
a.m. at First Baptist Church.
Mothers' Morning Out will be
9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
Fidclis Sunday School Class of
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
have its Christmas party at 11:30
Lm. at Sirloin Stockade.

SNAP
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

KENTUCK V CABINET FOR NUBIAN RESOURCES

All CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS
AND DECORATIONS
NOW REDUCED

2

70

OFF'
REG.
PRR'ES
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Open ‘S veknights 'till 8 p.m.
Sunda 1-5 p.m.
Salurda 9-6 p.m.
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Al Pacino talks
about his roles

RADNOR, Pa.(AP) —Nell Carter, the rotuncl star of the new CBS
series 'You Take the Kids," says
she "ate myself into oblivion"
when an earlier show didn't make
it.
Carter, who has lost 33 pounds
in the last few months, said in the
Dec. 22 issue of TV Guide, "The
TV screen is going to get larger
each week as I shrink."
"I intend to keep working at it. I
won't say how much I have to
lose," Carter said. "I'm not going
to set myself up for failure like
Oprah Winfrey did. Poor Oprah. I
wish the tabloids would leave her
alone — but I will say I'm following a sensible diet plan."

Comedian Jay Leno
making phone calls
after trip overseas
NEW YORK (AP) — Comedian
Jay Leno has been making a lot of
phone calls since he got back from
an October trip to entertain the
troops in Saudi Arabia.
"The soldiers gave me about
200 names of all these parents," he
wrote in the Dec. 24 issue of People magazine.
"I've been calling them up and
saying, like, 'I saw Timmy. And
they go, 'Where was he? How's he
doing?' People are so happy that
you call, you feel good about it."
Lem, a regular guest host on
"The Tonight Show," traveled by
helicopter to 20 remote sites in
four days and just "stood up on a
tank and started to tell some
jokes."
"This is what I envision show
business was like in the 12th century," he said. "You just go from
caravan to caravan, stand on something, start talking and hope a
crowd gathers. The one advantage
to (his was these guys really had
nothing else to do."

Rod Stewart and
Rachel Hunter are
married Saturday
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
— British rocker Rod Stewart married model Rachel Hunter on Saturday in an old-fashioned church
wedding, his manager said.
Stewart, 45, married Miss Hunter, 21, at Beverly Hills Presbyterian Church, followed by a reception at the lavish Four Seasons
Hotel.
Miss Hunter, who is from New
Zealand, met Stewart at a Los
Angeles nightclub, said Stewart's
manager, Arnold Stiefel.
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Adams couple visits Hawaii

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Al
Pacino says he once doubted he
would appear in another sequel to
"The Godfather."
But the actor signed on again for
the role of Mafia don Michael Corleone in 1989 after Francis Coppola reached an agreement with Paramount Pictures to direct "Godfather III."
"I didn't know if I could be that
guy again," Pacino told Entertainment Weekly. "Michael's not the
most pleasant character."
But Pacino became entranced
with the character's development.
"Francis gave him more colors
as he got older and matured. Just to
have come through and still be
alive — a character like that would
have to have reconciled himself to
certain things," he said.
The film opens on Christmas.

Nell Carter talks
about her eating
and her new show

MONDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1990

Julie's Family
Restaurant JE

TI

(Formerly Jerry's Restaurant)

Senior Citizen Special
Friday & Saturday after 3 p.m.
FREE Drink with Meal
S. 12th
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Aerobics enthussts should be careful
BOSTON (AP) — High-impact
aerobics enthusiasts bouncing their
way to trim tummies and tight
Lushes may also be jolting their
inner ears into episodes of vertigo
and inviting hearing loss from loud
workout music, a doctor says.
Dizziness, ringing in the ears
and loss of balance were found
among aerobics teachers and others
who do the popular form of exercise- frequently, Dr. Michael I.
Weintraub of New York Medical
College wrote in Dec. 6 issue of
The New England Journal of
Medicine.
Five recent cases prompted him
to question 37 high-impact aerobics
instructors at two fitness clubs,
Weintraub said. Results suggested
a link between the exercising and
shock to the ears that could be
causing damage to the inner ear, he
said.
Aerobics exercising, popularized
by actress Jane Fonda in the 1980s,
features repeated jumping and running in place. High-impact aerobics
exercising is an advanced, more
intense form of aerobics workouts.
Among the five cases that
alerted Weintraub was a 29-yearold woman aerobics teacher who
suffered vertigo, skewed balance
that caused her to inadvertently to
veer to the right and hearing loss.
In another case, a 20-year-old
aerobics enthusiast suffered vertigo
and general dizziness after exercising. A 42-year-old instructor suffered reduced hearing in one ear.
A 35-year-old instructor reported
a muffled sound in one ear and
sense of imbalance that worsened
after exercising, and a 26-year-old
enthusiast had a 7-month history of
dizziness and hearing problems
during and after exercises.
"The hearing loss ... was
thought to be related to exposure to
the loud music played during the
exercise routine," Weintraub
wrote.
Of the 37 instructors questioned,
Weintraub said five reported episodes of vertigo and some hearing
loss, and eight reported tinnitus —
ringing or buzzing in the car.
The injuries came despite the use
of specially cushioned shoes, he
said.

Vertigo is a loss of balance commonly accompanied by a whirling
feeling or the feeling that things
surroundinethe sufferer are spinning. Possible dangers from aerobics need more study, Weintraub
said.

"In calling attention to this
potential association, I do not
intend to discourage high-impact
aerobics but rather to urge an
increased awareness among clinicians as well as exercise instructors
and enthusiasts," he said.

Love and laughter,
Friends and family,
Health and happiness,
Faith in the future.
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Pictured wit their Hawaiian guides while on a tour of Hawaiian Islands are Estelle
and Cody Adams of
Rt. ricia
ton. They made the tour with Murray-Calloway _County Citizens Nov. 4-13 with
Toopie
Thomas Moore as tour director. They visited many sites on the islands. Mr. Adams is retired
from General Tire at Mayfield.
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THE VANDERBILT CORPORATIONS
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation
and Vanderbilt Minerals Corporation

HOLIDAY HOURS
NOW THRU CHRISTMAS

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

4/0

OPEN EVENINGS

BOBBY WOLFF

and
"A good many young writers make WEST
EAST
the mistake of enclosing a stamped. +752
+43
self-addressed envelope big enough V Q J 10 9
V K 85
for the manuscript to come back in. •Q 8 3
•10 6 4 2
This is too much of a temptation to 4 10 9 8
4K Q 4 3
the editor"
SOUTH
-- Ring Lardner
4 A J 10 8 6
111 A7 4
•J 9
South made only one mistake in
4A 7 2
his play of today's touchy game. Vulnerable: Both
And it came back to haunt him. See Dealer. South
if you can spot where South went— The bidding.
wrong.
North
East
South took the first heart and saw South West
1.
Pass
2
•
Pass
that his best chance for a 10th win2 NT
Pass
3+
Pass
ner lay with the diamond suit. 4 4
Pass
Pass
Pass
Therefore. he cashed dummy's nine
Opening lead: Heart queen
and queen of trumps and led a low
diamond from dummy, hoping to
LEAD WITH THE ACES
find the queen with East. When East
12 17-B
played low, South "knew" where the South holds:
queen was and successfully finessed
his nine. This brought good news
46 J 10
V 10 8 7 4 2
and bad. He now had the hoped-for
•J 8 5 2
three diamond tricks, but West's re4 10 9
turn of a trump made them uncashable. With the diamonds blocked.
South
West
North
South managed only nine tricks and East
1•
Pass
3•
Pass
the game went one down.
Pass
5V
Pass
South's play was excellent except 4 NT
7•
Pass
Pass
Pass
for one small slip. Instead of draw- ANSWER:
Heart four. Try to show
ing two rounds of trump before length in a side-suit
so that declarer
playing the diamonds, South should might play
your partner for diacash only one. This prudent maneu- mond length.
ver leaves two trumps in dummy
for a certain entry to the remaining Send bridge questions to The Aces, CO Box
l2363. Dallas. Texas 75225. with self-addressed.
top two diamonds, and South makes stamped
envelope for reply
his game and rubber.
Copttright 1990 1 ntied Feature Ont.te ate
Should South refuse the first
heart as a matter of technique? Not
in this layout. If he does, a club shift
and continuation will result in a
sure defeat.
NORTH
*K Q 9
V 6 32
•A K 7 5
+J 65

12-17-A

SUNDAY AFTERNOONS
1 p.m.-5 p.m.
THE

MADEMOISELLE
SHOP

ONLY ONE SEWING
MACHINE IN THE WORLD
SEWS THIS BIG!
The NEW Pfaff creative° 1475 CD with Maxi-Stitch
rNprigrNirlrlrv-ww-grIpP--4r
\

S. rch
ctes.gn
sh-ws
ze

•
•
••
•
Come see the
biggest thing in
sewing today.

Eft94.,:da

Hey Kids...Come Visit

SEIM/ MACHINE CO
1-800-525-7845
Hwy 68 Reldland near

;1114_1,

at Cablevision

KIDS EAT
ekithitiiiai
We wish
you all
the joys
of the
Christmas
season.
from
The Staff Of

N. LEE ROWLAND
REFRIGERATION
1215 Diuguid Dr.
753-6325

FREE
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

Wednesday, Dec. 19th
9:30-11:30 a.m. and 2-4 p.m.
Come see Santa
and we will broadcast your visit "live"
on Channel 34. Corne to Santa's Workshop
at our side entrance and visit with Santa.

Bel-Air Center

CABLE
VISION

753-5005

•-•
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Your Individual
Horoscope

DOWN

Fraaces Drake

No Payment
til March

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1990
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
The completion of a difficult task
today adds to your self-confidence. In
business, you'll be opening new
doorways to success. Capitalize on
your extra incentive.

(with approved credit)

'100 Over Invoice
on Select '91 Models

TAURUS

1991 Dodge Colt
1.5 Liter
4 Speed Trans.
Air Conditioning
AM/FM Radio
Tinted Glass
36 MPG
,

,
...
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Woman's club awards scholarships

#100131

1

;-/
4(
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Vickie Travis (right), scholarship chairman of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club, presents music scholarships to three Murray State University students. Scholarship recipients are (from left)
Melissa LaForge of Caruthersville, Mo.; Angela Hudgin of Hopkinsville; and Andrea Rudd of Symsonia.
Also pictured is Dr. Larry Mallett, chairman of MSU Department of Music.

List
Peppers Price
Factory Rebate

$8184T01:1
7,869.73
400.00

1

'
7546973

*IP if\
/' ''
''
-- ---\ / ) -

Your Price

1991 Dodge Shadow

441

214

4100211

2.2
Liter EFI
5 Speed
Trans.
Steering
Power
Power Brakes
Cloth Bucket Seats
Drivers Air Bag

1,13,1-64110
246.97
$7.5of 703
I I
Your Price - I

List
Peppers Disc

1991 Plymouth Acclaim
ACV

Automatic
Air Conditioning
50/50 Split Bench
Tilt/Cruise
AM/FM Stereo
Rear Defroster
Floor Mats
Drivers Air Bag
,

#106190

List
Peppers Price
Factory Rebate
Your Price

.11241481-10
11,936.00
500.00

$11 3436'

1991 Dodge D-150
318 V-8
Automatic
3Sr Air Conditioning
6x9 Mirrors
Rear Step Bumper
Full Size Spare
#100002
AM/FM Stereo
List
116Cr.V0
Peppers Price
12,736.36
Factory Rebate
500.00 (17"7"19AW
Your Price$12,236
"

The Music Department of the
The music scholarships are
Murray Woman's Club has awarded each fall to MSU sophoawarded scholarships to three Mur- mores for use in the spring semesray State University music ter, according to Vickie Travis,
students.
chairman of the club's music
departmeni This year the scholarRecipients of the scholarships ship selection committee chose to
were selected following recent divide the money three ways, givmusical auditions before a panel ing two $100 scholarships and one
consisting of two members of the $300 award.
MSU music faculty and members
Money for the scholarships is
of the Women's Club music raised at the club's annual style
department.
show.

Wilkinson may be planning commercials
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson is apparently planning another set of television commercials, this time to
promote his administration's
achievements.
Footage was shot late this week,
at the expense of Wilkinson's political action committee, Kentuckians
for a Better Future, according to
Doug Alexander, the governor's
press secretary.
"My expectation would be that
they'll take the form of television
commercials," Alexander said.
Last year, the governor bou
air time before the reguO,E,es,afon
of the General Assiintry and
attacked legislators over the use of
lottery revenues.
But Alexander said the new
spots won't address issues, including solid-waste disposal and drunken driving, that will be taken up at
next month's special legislative
session.

Alexander said the commercials
will not be broadcast until sometime -after Christmas. They- will
cover new jobs in the state, education reforms and efforts to protect
the environment, he said.
"The PAC was formed to promote the issues of concern to the
governor, and this effort involves
putting together some messages,
commercials if you will, about the
exciting things happening in Kentucky," Alexander said.
There has been speculation that
Wilkinson would use some of the
more than $500,000 in his PAC for
commercials. State law bars Wilkinson from seeking re-election next
year, and it limits his PAC to giving $4,000 to the gubernatorial
campaign of his wife, Martha.
But critics of the governor have
suggested that he could use the
money for commercials ostensibly
touting his accomplishments but at
the same time promoting his wife's

CHRISTMAS
•

pm

Join the many people
who agree not to
drink alcoholic
beverages.. and to
drive everyone in their
group home safely.

W'd like
to thank you
for your
patronage
throughout
the year
and wish
you the best
holiday season
ever

-

#100216

List
Peppers Disc.

A

•
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candidacy without violating the
state ceiling on PAC donations.
Alexander —denied that. the
planned commercials have anything
to do with Martha Wilkinson's
campaign.

a,Jpeciat
eirI,aatot

1991 Plymouth Voyager
7 Passenger
Air Conditioning
Power Steering
Power Brakes
AM/FM Stereo
Cloth Seats
Rear Defroster
Luggage Rack

Scholarship recipents are as
follows:
— Andrea Rudd, $300, clarinet.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Rudd of Symsonia.
— Angela Hudgin, $100, voice.
She is the daughter of Mrs. and
Mrs. Ralph Hudgin of
Hopkinsville.
— Melissa LaForge, $100,
piano. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Larry LaForge of Caruthersville, Mo.

-115145013
1,220.40

Your Price$14,2336°

(Apr.20 to May 20)
You're in the mood to explore new
horizons. A responsibility may arise
in connection with an in-law. Make
plans now either for a trip or a new
educational venture.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You have extra charisma and sex
appeal today. New investment opportunities arise now, but it's best you
take the necessary time to make a
sound decision.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
, Though extra responsibilities arise
in connection with partnerships
now,it's still a good time to go out
somewhere special together or to
visit with friends.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You'll be working hard today, but
you have extra drive and stamina. It's
a time to go after what you want.
Sitting still will get you nowhere. Aim
for the top!
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
An unexpected social invitation
comes today. There are things you
have to do now concerning a child.
Plans for travel fall into place. Accent
recreational interests tonight.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
'Once you get your house in order,
you'll be ready to have company over.
You may add an unusual decorative
touch to the home. Investments are
favored now.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
14€
You'll be delighted by a phone call
you receive now. Accomplishment
comes through serious mental work.
Keep career ideas realistic. Partners
work well together today.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.2'2 to Dec.21)
There may be some bills that have
to be paid now, but it's a good day for
making money and furthering career
interests. Place the accent on initiative.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You're a bit serious as the day
begins and you'll benefit now from
relaxing activities. Be less selfconscious. It's a good time for letting
your hair down.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
There are some chores you'll want
to get out of the way before the
holidays begin. Tackle those unfinished tasks, particularly those around
the house.
PISCES
wank
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
mew
You'll run into an old acquaintance
now or you'll receive an unexpected
phone call. Get-togethers with friends
are highlighted. It may be your turn to
give a party.
YOU BORN TODAY are very much
the individualist yet universal in your
outlook. You have a natural interest
in politics and reform. Independent,
you can succeed in business for
yourself and you also have leadership
qualities.
Call Frances Drake
Your Personal Horoscope
1 900 226 0360
Si a minute
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Legal Mumbo Jumbo. All prices are plus tax, title, license and doc fee
after rebate. Dealer hold back and or any factory to dealer incentive
retained by dealer. $100 over invoice applied to dealer stock only.
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From all of
To all of you,
Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year,
tool

Lovett Brothers
E BP Service
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Gordon presents program
Joyce Gordon, director of personnel services at Murray State
University, presented a program
titled, "Conflict: Everyone Can
Win," at the recent meeting of representatives of the Small Business
Development Centers in Kentucky.
The interaction session at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park dealt
with pauerns of communication
and how communication principles
affect situations which involve
conflict.
Conflict styles were examined

and about 40 conference participants were shown ways to create
"win-win" situations.
Gordon, an employee of MSU
since 1970, was named director of
personnel services in February. She
was formerly assistant director of
student financial aid for student
employment.
She earned all of her degrees —
the B.S. in business administration,
the M.S. in human services and the
M.A. in organizational communication — at MSU.

ees, and Carroll Hubbard have been
invited.
"Everyone is invited to attend
and join in this joyous occasion,"
Postmaster Janice Devine, said.

WE'LL WRAP IT ...
WE'LL SEND IT

;
1-

If you wish any gift* purchased at The Party
Mort will be properly packed and delivered in ex
cellent condition anywhere in the U S to the
street address you furnish
only the U P S
charges will be added to your purchase

••••

"he Party
• Mart

LA

Lynn Meurer, left, director of nursing at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, accepts the donation of a color TV and VCR to the hospital's pediatric unit. The items were donated by Ann Thornton, R.N.,
right, and her husband, Bud, of Kirksey. The equipment will be used
to educate and entertain children and their parents during their stay
in the hospital's pediatric unit.

paducah's most interesting store
Hannan Plaza

about seven seconds.
"We felt just a little bit of a tremor then it popped the cooler
door," said Patricia Blue, who
operates a Mobile service station
convenience store on Crawfordsville's northern outskirts.
Willis Jacobs, a geophysicist
with the earthquake center, said the
epicenter of the quake was localized in the Lafayette area, about 60
miles northwest of Indianapolis.
But he said the temblor was too
small for initial seismographic
readings to pinpoint the epicenter.
The Richter scale is a gauge of
energy released tl'y an earthquake.
Every increase of one number
means the ground motion is 10
times greater. A quake measuring 3
is unlikely to cause any damage.
The quake came about two
weeks after the date when a major

(
peaty
0
By Abigail
Van Buren
$
. 113
Students of Chiropractic Make
No Bones About Their Studies
DEAR ABBY: I am a student at a
chiropractic college in Portland,Ore.
When I told a friend that my microbiology instructor has a Ph.D. in
microbiology, a master's degree in
public health and has worked in
Malaysia as an expert in tropical
diseases, my friend said, "Why is
someone with such outstanding credentials teaching at that quack
medical school you go to?"
Abby, this brought home a popular misconception many people have
about chiropractors. We take many
of the same courses that are taught
in medical school — with less emphasis on drugs and biochemistry,
and more emphasis on nutrition,
biomechanics, the nervous system
and radiology.
I'm learning to recognize disease
and dysfunction, to treat what's
appropriate for chiropractic care and
refer what is not. I must go to school
for four years and pass the national
and state boards before I can practice.
It bothers me to work this hard,
learn so much and dedicate my life to
patient care, and know that about
half the population thinks I'm an
untrained quack with a one-year
degree! Please let people know that
we are competent, well-trained, and
we care.
CAROLYN MC MAKIN,
PORTLAND
DEAR CAROLYN:I called Dr.
Charles F. Downing, president
ofthe American Chiropractic Association, who graciously allowed me to fax your letter to
him. He then faxed me the following letter:
DEAR ABBY: Unfortunately,
Carolyn's experience is not uncommon. There are many people who
remain misinformed about chiropractors and their legitimate role in
the health-care system.
Worldwide studies by governmental commissions and independent
researchers have demonstrated the
health and cost benefits of chiropractic care. Chiropractic colleges
can attract highly qualified science
faculty like Carolyn's microbiology
instructor because the faculty know
the facts and want to help chiropractic students become competent, scientifically trained doctors of chiropractic.
Recent scientific studies continue
to validate the superiority of chiropractic over traditional medicine in
the treatment of certain conditions
— most recently. a study published
in the July 1990 issue ofthe British
Iviedl Journal titled "Low Back
Pain of Mechanical Origin," by
Meade,Dyer,Browne,Townsend and
Frank.
The exams administered to doctors of chiropractic are some of the
molt stringent anywhere as they
relate to human health and bi

omechanics. To the degree they focus on specific aspects of health —
the nervous system and its relationship to proper functions of the body
— they are known to be the most
stringent compared to other examinations.
To be informed is to be enlightened. The American Chiropractic
Association encourages citizens of
the world to discover the truth behind the effectiveness and affordability of this health-care alternative
as a mainstream option. Please feel
free to write to the American Chiropractic Association for more information: 1701 Clarendon Blvd., Arlington, Va. 22209. Please enclose a
self-addressed, stamped envelope.
*

People are eating them up! For Abby's
favorite recipes, send a long, businesssize, self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $3.95($4.50 in Canada)
to: Dear Abby,Cookbooklet,P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054. 1Postage is
included.)

quake along the New Madrid fault
had been predicted by climatologist
lben Browning.
That quake never materialized,
but it nevertheless drew concern
from residents in Arkansas, Missouri, Illinois, Kentucky and
Indiana.

509 Lone Oak Rd
442 0011

FREE GIFT WRAPPING ON
ANY PURCHASE

Quake in Indiana measures 3 on Richter scale
LAFAYETTE, Ind. (AP) — An
earthquake alarmed scores of residents as it rumbled through westcentral Indiana today. Authorities
said the temblor had nothing to do
with a well-publicized earthquake
prediction earlier this month.
There were no reports of injury
or damage.
Police in Lafayette and Crawfordsville said they began receiving
calls from concerned citizens shortly after the temblor hit.
The quake struck at 12:25 a.m.
EST and registered 3 on the Richter scale, according to the National
Earthquake Information Center in
Golden, Colo.
"I was getting ready for bed and
I felt a slight shaking. It wasn't as
strong as I had anticipated," said
Susan Harmon of Crawfordsville.
She estimated the quake lasted for
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Post office to celebrate 100 years service
The Dexter Post Office will celebrate 100 years of service to the
community on Wednesday, Dec.
19. A celebration and open house
will be held there from 2-4 p.m.
Postal officials, former employ-
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Jacobs said today's quake had no
connection with the Browning
prediction.
"It was out of his time frame
and out of his magnitude frame.
The earthquake center never did
accept his theory," said Jacobs.

American Airlines buys
six routes to London
DALLAS (AP) — American Airlines gained a gateway to London
by agreeing to pay $445 million for
six of Trans World Airlines' seven
U.S. routes there.
The seventh route, not included
in the deal, is being negotiated
separately, American spokesman
Al Becker said Sunday.
At the same time, TWA Chairman Carl Icahn renewed his effort
to acquire Pan American World
Airways, which agreed last month
to sell its London routes to United
Airlines for $400 million.
If the route sales are approved
by the federal government, Pan Am
and TWA, which built their reputations through overseas travel, will
no longer fly to London; United
and American, the strongest U.S.
carriers, will compete.
The routes TWA is selling are
between London's Heathrow and
Gatwick airports and six U.S.
cities: New York, Los Angeles,
Boston, Baltimore, Philadelphia
and St. Louis.
Icahn said TWA has lost money
on the London routes for two
years.
"Our current agreements with
American will generate additional
cash liquidity, which will enable us
to position ourselves for growth
despite these extremely difficult
times," he said in a statement
Sunday.
In its renewed bid for Pan Am,
TWA offered $1.50 a share in cash
and SI a share in either preferred
stock or notes for Pan Am's 150
million shares outstanding. In
November, TWA offered $1 a
share in cash and S2 in notes.
American already flies to many
foreign destinations, including
cities in Europe, the Far East,
South America and 'Central America. It hopes to serve Heathrow by
May and Gatwick by November.
"This transaction will enable
American to become a leading U.S.
carrier to London and will add tre-

mendous synergy to both the U.S.
and the U.K. with many more carrier and destination _choices,:'
American Chairman Robert L.
Crandall said in a statement.
American also agreed to pay
TWA $70 million for 40 takeoff
and landing slots at Heathrow and
Gatwick, plus three gates at Chicago's O'Hare Airport.
In addition, Fort Worth-based
American would buy all of TWA's
facilities at Heathrow and Gatwick
and hire the airline's 380 employees in Britain.
It also would acquire TWA gates
in Orlando, Fla., and Nashville,
Tenn., and ticket counter space in
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
TWA is considered one of the
financially weakest U.S. carriers.
In November, TWA Inc.
reported a $14.6 million loss for
the third quarter, attributed in part
to higher fuel prices and contractual raises for pilots.
That month, Icahn offered to buy
Pan Am, which is also struggling.
But the deal fell through when Pan
Am agreed to sell its
U.S.-to-London routes to United.

Give generously
to the
Christmas Seal
Campaign of the
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4-BUTTON.7-CYCLE
DURA 10"1
UNDERCOUNTER
DISHWASHER
'
Super Scrub cycle for
pots and pans
.Dura 10TM tub and
door liner
.3-level wash
'On/off indicator light
'Soft food disposer
'Reversible front panel
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ometimes people are surprised io meet a female
scientist. Yet, science presents many exciting and.
important career opportunities for both men and
women.
In Kentucky, we must encourage all of our students
to say "I can do science . . ."
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Full Moon over Kansas City

By JIM LITKE
AP Sports Writer

Oilers quarterback passes for 527 yards in 27-10 win over Chiefs

Before he saw the columns of
Jeffires was Moon's favorite target, catching nine passes after failing to keep up with the Oilers wideouts,
advancing Iraqi tanks, before he
By CRAIG HORST
most often
for 245 yards and an 87-yard touchdown.
Associated Press Sports Writer
learned patience at the wrong
seemed to victimize cornerback Stan Petry.
Moon
still
could have broken the record late in the game by
end of a gun, before everything
"So far, of the quarterbacks I've played against, Moon is
passing, but the Oilers chose to run out the clock by keeping the best," Petry said. "He was on all
good on every side of him was
cylinders. There was no
KANSAS CITY, Mo.- It seemed insignificant at the time the ball on the ground.
sucked into a maelstrom of killdenying him today. I put myself in some losing situations at
seemingly
bad
call
a
that
against
went
the
Houston
Oilers
"Records
are not important," Moon said. "I was close, but times and got burned. I got burned for that.
ing, raping and looting, Jim
I haye no excuses.
early in the game as sometimes happens in every NFL game. I was not going to throw for just records. The key is winning. I just
Calvin thought touring the Arab
didn't play like Stan Petry today. I can get over this. I'll
But
it
might
made
have
difference
the
in
setting
NFL
an
I've been more accurate before. I missed some balls that I be back."
world as a basketball coach was
record for Oilers quarterback Warren Moon.
probably could have hit, but I made some good throws, too.
turning out to be one of the
Jeffires put the Oilers u2,17-7 in the thialquarter when he
Throwing several perfect passes to pick apart the Kansas
"I am very proud of myself," added Moon, who initially hauled in Moon's pass arthe
best things that had ever hapKansas City 37, twisted around
City backfield, Moon piled up 527 yards, falling just 27 yards played in the Canadian Football League after being ignored Petry and went
pened to him.
untouched
into
the end zone.
short of the all-time NFL record set by Norm Van Brocklin as by the NFL. "To hear what people were saying about me as a
"In 18 months with the
Nick Lowery kicked a 37-yard field goal for the Chiefs, but
Oilers
the
beat the Chiefs 27-10 Sunday.
quarterback coming out of high school and college, I really Moon hit Drew Hill on a 57-yard
Kuwaiti national team, I saw
pass play to set up a 16-yard
It was a pass that was called back that may have made the feel good about where I've gotten."
plenty of crazy things," Calvin
field goal by Teddy Garcia.
difference. Moon apparently completed a long pass to HayThe Oiler receivers seemed well-defended at times, but
said, but most of them were
Moon then
wood Jeffires, who appeared to catch the ball and get both Moon was able to get the ball exactly where it had to be for reach with a drove the Oilers again, putting the game out of
more funny than dangerous.
2-yard touchdown pass to Tony Jones midway
feet in bounds as he was wrestled down. But the replay offi- the catch as the Oilers denied Kansas City's bid to lock up at
"We had a game in Damasthrough the fourth quarter. Jones also had a 24-yard touchcial ruled Jeffires had not caught the ball and the play was least a wild-card berth. He had 11 completions of 20 yards or down
cus tSyria), where everybody
pass on Houston's first possession of the _game.
called back.
more in falling just short of theNlecord Van BrocklIn set in
smokes ,and there was such a
Kansas City's drily bright spot came in the closing moments
"I thought they took a couple of catches away from us," 1951.
haze - I remember looking
of the first half when Steve DeBerg drove the Chiefs to a
Jeffires
said. "Warren's not going to throw every ball perfect"I'm tired of playing these great quarterbacks," Chiefs touchdown, connecting with J.J.
over at their bench at one point
Birden for the score.
ly, but he was perfect today.
linebacker Derrick Thomas said. "What a great quarterback.
and the coach and his assistant
DeBerg left the game in the third quarter with a broken fin"In
the
run-and-shoot,
sometimes
you
catch
the
cornerYou can't question his greatness today. He hit the right man,
were both puffing away - that
but returned with about eight minutes left in the fourth
backs on their day. Today it was our day. Warren has kind of the man who was open. They had everything go right for them ger,
it felt like we were playing
period to throw his first interception in 235 attempts. It was
brought me into my own. Because of this, I can go home today. and just as many things did not go right for
basketball in a pool hall.
us." second-longest streak ever, trailing Ban Star's streak of 294
tonight
and brag a little for awhile."
Moon, who said the Chiefs began tipping their defenses passes without an interception.
"A few months after that, we
played in the Saddam championships in Baghdad (Iraq), went
down 19-3 against the Iraqis in
the final game, pulled ahead
with three minutes to go and
for the first time ever, beat
them. •
"But Saddam Hussein got up
and walked out of the gym
By The Associated Press
with about a minute left, he
recalled in a telephone conversaThe Los Angeles Raiders and
tion from Sioux Falls, S.D.,
Dallas Cowboys, the NFL's most
where his most recent job,
successful teams from 1965-85, are
coach of the Continental Basketback in the playoff picture for the
ball Association's Rapid City
first time since the end of their
Thrillers, has dispatched him
Murray High jumped out to a
dominant era.
Staff Report
this past weekend.
17-8 at the end of the first quarter
Murray Ledger 8 Times Sports
The Raiders got three touchdown
"There was no, way he was
behind six points from Heath
passes from Jay Schroeder on Sungoing to put gold medals from
The Murray High Tigers Walls, four from Joseph, and three
day, two of them to Tim Brown, to
his own championship on a
rebounded from Friday's loss to from Cheaney.
clinch their first playoff berth since
team of Kuwaitis and an Ameriarchrival Calloway County by ripMurray opened up the second
1985 with a 24-7 victory over the
can coach. I didn't think much
ping
the Heath Pirates 91-62 at quarter with six straight and the
Cincinnati Bengals. The Raiders
about it," Calvin added, "until
Heath Saturday nighi
Tigers led 24-8 before Heath
(10-4) had 16 straight winning seaAug. 2."
The victory over the Pirates also answered with a 14-4 run. After the
sons from 1965-80 and made the
Dawn broke that day like
avenged a tough loss to Heath in Pirates closed to within six points,
playoffs 15 times from 1967-85.
most days in that corner of the
last year's All "A" Classic Region- a pair of Walls free throws settled
"The first step is to qualify for
world, bright and scaring hot.
al opener, where the No. 9 seed the Tigers down.
the playoffs, and we did that in
Calvin had just finished walking
Pirates
stunned the No. 1 seed
The Tigers jumped out of the
grand style," said Raiders coach
his dogs and was in his
Tigers 62-58.
locker room with a 11-2 run to take
Art Shell, a Hall of Fame offensive
apartment outside Kuwait City
Willise Cheaney had his second- a 19-point edge and turn the game
lineman during the glory years.
when the telephone rang shortly
straight 30-plus scoring effort, into a rout. Murray led 65-41 at the
"Our team understands what has to
after 5 a.m.
tossing in 30 on Saturday to lead end of three quarters.
be done in order to win."
"It was my assistant coach,"
the Tigers and push the Murray
Cheaney's 30 led all scorers,
The Cowboys, also out of the
he said. "He called to let me
record to 6-1. It was the first loss while Walls chipped in 15, Chip
playoffs since 1985, aren't quite
know that we were being
of the year for the Pirates, as Heath Greene added 11 and Joseph tossed
there yet, but they have the inside
invaded."
fell to 3-1.
in 10.
track to the NFC's third and final
Calvin stepped out onto, his
Cheaney, who scored 33 against
wild-card berth. They could
The Tigers return to action next
balcony, then called the U.S.
Calloway on Friday, spent much of Thursday, Dec. 27, when they face
become the second team in NFL
Embassy another 20 or so miles
the evening on the free throw line Hopkinsville at 8 p.m. in the openhistory - after Baltimore in 1975
up the road in Kuwait City.
for the second straight night. He hit ing round of the Hopkinsville- to make the playoffs after havFor the next few hours, he
19 of 21 attempts against Heath Christian County Tournament at
ing the worst record in the league
scurried between his seventhafter
sinking 16 attempts in the Hopkinsville.
the year before.
floor apartment and the ninth69-62 loss to the Lakers on Friday,
"We've done better than I ever
floor rooftop to brief officials
giving him a 35-of-37 mark for Murray 91, Heath 62
imagined," Dallas coach Jimmy
on the troops marching inexorweekend charity.
Johnson said. "We knew we had to
MURRAY
17 39 65 91
ably toward the capitol.
Cheaney wasn't the only Tiger HEATH
8 27 41 62
win this game and the team
Murray (91) - Cheaney 30, Walls 15,
"They circled the army base
busy at the free throw line. Murray Greene
responded.'
11, Joseph 10, Crum 6, Jenkins 8, Rayjust across the way from us,
hit 41 of 53 free throws for an 82 burn 5, Bailey 4, Foster 2, Thomas 2, Whitaker,
Dallas, which made the playoffs
Gantt, Adkins. Totals: FG 24/53, FT 41/53, 29
most of the soldiers in there
percent mark as a team.
18 times and had 20 consecutive
rebounds.
hardly had time to dress. The
The
Heath (62)- Blackwell 12, Tillord 10, Allen
Tigers' used balanced scorwinning seasons from 1966-85,
Beyer 2, Bobo 2, Duncan. Harrison 6, Te
Iraqis cut down everybody and
ing, their man-to-man pressure and 3,
routed Phoenix 41-10 on _Sunday
Jackson 9, Tr. Jackson 6, McGregor 7, Philips
everything. Then they started
the play of Jason Joseph inside to 2, Seaton 3. Totals- FG 20/48, FT 2112. 26
for their fourth consecutive victory
rebounds.
shooting people in the streets,
wear Heath down.'
- the longest current streak in the
Records - Murray 6-1, Heath 3-1.
using tanks to crush cars with
NFL.
people still in them. ...
Senior guard Willis Cheaney (shown in earlier action)
"It's our most important victory
enjoyed his
"Then, the soldiers started
second-straight 30-plus scoring night Saturday as the
by far," Johnson said. "Now we
Tigers ripped
- dragging people out of the
Heath 91-62 at Heath.
are in a position to make the
buildings around us, raping
playoffs."
some, shooting others and leavWins in their last two games at
ing the bodies out there to rot
Philadelphia and Atlanta would
in the heat. ... We decided to
clinch the postseason spot for the
stay in our building, most of
Cowboys (7-7), and with a logjam
the time in the apartment, but
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)- Kentucky coach Rick Pitino is happy that
Chattanooga (3-4) ran off 9 straight points to close to 46-41 on a
of five NFC teams with eight losusually in the basement when
exam week is over after Tennessee-Chattanooga gave his No. 18 Wildcats rebound basket by Levert Threats, but Kentucky countered
ses,
Dallas
make
could
it
even
with
with a 10-6
the shelling went on.
a tough test on Saturday.
run for a 56-47 advantage with 10:49 remaining.
another loss.
"It was crazy. For five solid
"We
knew
this as going to happen," Pitino said after his team posted
Farmer then hit a 3-pointer from the right side, Hanson from the top of
In Sunday's _other's games, it
days, my wife Phyllis was
an 86-70 victory. "It was not a well-played game statistically, but we're the key and Pelphrey from the left side to push Kentucky's
was
Tampa
Bay
26,
Minnesota
13;
lead to 65-47
walking around crying. I tried
glad to get the win.
with
Cleveland
9:44
13,
to
play.
Atlanta
10;
Miami
to kill some of the time watch"We weren't as prepared as we've been because we've been focused
24, Seattle 17; Pittsburgh 9, New
Chattanooga mounted a final charge, slicing the margin to 76-65 on Tee
ing videotapes of games. But it
on
exams."
Orleans 6; Indianapolis 29, the
was impossible to stay calm
Jackson's dunk after a turnover in Kentucky's backcourt with 3:02 to
Jay
Kentucky made only 27 of 65 shots from the field for a season-low
New York Jets 21; Philadelphia 31,
go.
because, you never knew," he
41.5
percent
and turned the ball over a season-high 26 times.
Green Bay 0; Houston 27, Kansas
Scan Woods made six free throws in the final 2:21 to secure Kentucksaid, "if they were coming for
"We've just got to get crisp again," said Pitino, who sends his team
Denver
10;
City
20,
San
Diego
10;
10th victory against Chattanooga without a loss.
y's
you next."
against No. 7 Indiana on Tuesday. "We were just a little sluggish."
and Detroit 38, Chicago 21.
When they ran out of food,
It
took
consecutive 3-pointers from Richic Farmer, Reggie Hanson and
"They were one of the toughest teams we've played so far," Farmer
Tonight, San Francisco is at the
CalAn ventured out to a nearby
John Pelphrey midway through the seoond half to turn back a Chattanoo- said. "They didn't give up. We let down on our intensity. We thought we
Los_ngeles Rams.
store. Within minutes, an Iraqi
ga rally and carry the Wildcats to their 11th straight home victory. had them down a couple of times and we let them come back."
soldier caught him, put a
Kentucky (5-1), leading 35-26 at the half, went up 46-32 on Hanson's
TV/O-MINUTE WARNING
Farmer and Pelphrey each had 17 points to lead Kentucky, followed by
machine gun under his chin and
.warren Moon threw for 527 yards - the
3-pointer
following a Chattanooga turnover with 17:07 to go.
Jamal
Mashburn with 14, Hanson 13 and Woods 10.
second-greatest
passing
day
in
NFL
history
asked where he was from. Calbehind WIT71 Van Brockton's 554 in 1951 - as
vin answered, after some trepiHouston (8-6) stayed tied with Pittsburgh for
first piece in the AFC Central with a 27-10 win
dation, "the United States."
over Kansas City (see related story)
The soldier looked dispassionate.Philadelphia (8-8) clinched a playoff berth with
a 31-0 shutout of Green Bay as Randall Cunly away, told Calvin his quarrel
14 rebounds OS delending national champion
ence opponents at home since
By The Associated Press
lagged No 20 Alabama with its third straight
ningham hurdled five yards for one touchdown
and No. 1 UNLV won its third straight, 95-75.
Ices, 95-79.
was only with the Kuwaitis, put
and pessed for another
1982, but UTEP limited the Hoyas "He
just
was
more than we could handle,"
'No. 13 Oklahoma blitzed Loyola-Merymount
•Miamo (11-3) stayed a game behind first-Pace
down his gun and let him pass.
Sometimes,
shooting
Michigan
percent
losing
and
to
Slate
37
won
coach
isn't
Jud
172-112 as Brent Price scored 58 points. The
so
Heathcole
said.
terriBuffalo in the AFC East with a 24-17 win over
*Billy Owens scored 19 points, leading six SyrSooners came within one point of the school
Soon after that incident, he
ble for a college basketball term.
comfortably.
Span& A victory over the Bills next..Sunclay
acitse shooters in double figures as Me No. 3
record of 133 liet last year.
would ones the Dolphins a two-game sweep and
heard President Bush on the
The authority for that bit of phiMark McCall scored all 11 of his
Orangemen trounced visiting long Beach Slate
•Malik Sealy scored 23 points and No. 14 St.
the
The
lead.
for
a
tie
Dolphins
four
dodged
94-79.
John's (8-0) used a 16-0 second-hall run to
radio hint at retaliation and
losophy is no less than Georgetown
points in the second half, leading •Darnck Martin's two fres throws with 4.8
scoring threats by Seattle (7-7) inside the 30 in
remain unbeaten with a 78-65 win 0,
sec44/1 Howard.
decided to take his chances
the second half and scored toucrdowes with a
coach John Thompson, who
two scoring runs. Johnny Melvin onds left gave No.6 UCLA a 92-90 victory over 'No. 15 Pittsburgh scored the games fiat nine
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Playoff era
returns for
Dallas, L.A.

Willis' weekend

Cheaney's free throw
accuracy helps lead
Murray to 91-62 win

Sluggish Kentucky passes Chattanooga test

Thompson calls upset 'good for the soul'
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No surprise

Freshmen basketball

Louisville as tough as
Prairie View expected

The Calloway County Lady Laker freshmen team has Jumped out to a 2-1 start
The Lady Lakers tell to Lone Oak 41-37 in their opener, despite 11 points from
Mitzi Hickman, nine points from Vanessa Bucy. and seven points from Valerie
Shelton The Lady Lakers defeated Graves County, 39-36, with Shelton tossing in
17 and Jaime Ng adding 10 They defeated Caldwell 50-15, with Shelton pacing
the way with 19, while Bucy and Pigg each chipped in nine each

DORADO, Puerto Rico — Mike Hill won the battle, but Lee Trevino won the war.
Trevino lost to Hill's 40-foot birdie putt on the first hole of a three-way playoff for
the title of the Champion's tournament, But he accomplished a teat unique in golf's
history. Trevino's be for second in the fast event of the year on the Senior PGA
Tour was worth $95,000 That made him the first Senior Tour player to exceed the
money-winning total of the leader on the much-more lucrative regular PGA Tour.
Trevino, playing on a circuit that offered about $21 million in prize money, finished
the season with $1,190,518. Greg Norman, playing on a tour that offered about
$46 million, won $1,165,477.
'It was one of the greatest seasons of Trevino's Hall of Fame career. He won
seven times, including the U.S. Senior Open, and was second in eight others. He
set a Senior Tour money record, led the over-50 circuit in victories and also in
more than halt of the 10 statistical categories.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Louisville lived up to the high expectations
of Prairie View coach Elwood Plummer.
Evcrick Sullivan scored 19 points to lead six Louisville players in double figures as the Cardinals (2-1) defeated the outmanned Panthers 100-76
Saturday night in Freedom Hall.
Murray State is next for the 2-7 Panthers, who meet the 7-2 Racers
tonight at Racer Arena in a 7:30 contest.
"Well, we knew Louisville would be tough, and that it would be difficult to beat them," Plummer said. "I told our team that we'd have to be
just about flawless to beat them."
The Panthers were far from flawless.
Prairie View, intimidated by Louisville's superior quickness, missed 21
layups. The Panthers also turned the ball over 23 times, which resulted in
38 points for Louisville.
While Prairie View knew all about Louisville's reputation, the Panthers
were pretty much a mystery to the Cardinals.
"It's hard playing against a team you don't know a lot about," said
Sullivan, who also had six assists and five rebounds. "It was kind of hard
to get up for them because we didn't know a lot about them."
Louisville also got 14 points apiece from Troy Smith and Cornelius
Holden, 13 from James Brewer and 12 from LaBradford Smith, and Kip
Stone had 11 in controlling the game from beginning to end.
"It was one of those games where you have a hard time," said Louisville coach Denny Crum. "You don't know what to expect, so you're not
really fired up like you're playing a UCLA or a DePaul or someone you
know that is good."
The game did allow Crum to give his inexperienced bench some valuable playing time, which he hopes will pay dividends later in the season.
"Well, not very artistic, but we got to play a lot of players," said
Crum, who went to his bench early in the game. "I think that was good
for those guys. They had not had a lot of playing time up to this point and
they worked really hard all through the off season and through preseason
and practice every day."
Prairie View led only twice in the game, the last time at 9-8 on Michael
Ervin's dunk with 16:11 left in the first half.
Holden then powered in a dunk to spark an 8-0 run that ended on his
dunk off a rebound that gave Louisville a 16-9 advantage at 13:19.
Louisville later ran off 11 straight points, opening up a 39-21 margin
on Troy Smith's two free throws at 5:18.
Leading 51-34 at the half, Louisville opened its biggest advantage at
76-49 at 12:09 when Brewer scored on a layup following a Prairie View
turnover on an inbounds pass.
Terry Bryant's 3-pointer' sliced the lead to 85-69 with 6:17 to go, the
closest Prairie View would get in the second half. Bryant hit six of eight
shots past the 3-point line in finishing 'with 20 poinLs.
Ervin led Prairie View with 22 points and Robert Jordan added 14.

Football

Playoffera ...

Calloway tickets
Tickets for Galloway's game Wednesday night against Mayfield in the Paducah
Tilghman Christmas Tournament are on sale at CCHS. Advance chairback seats
are $4

Tilghman tourney
Calloway County's Lakers will take on Fourth District opponent Mayfield in the second game of the first session in the Paducah Tilghman Christmas Tournament next
Wednesday evening at Tilghman. Calloway and Ma4,ald will square off at 8 p.m.,
following the first-round game between Lone Oak and Reidland. Heath and Lyon
County (6:30) and Carlisle County and host Tilghman (8 p m ) square off in Thursday's first-round play.
•A Calloway win against Mayfield will put the Lakers in the semifinal game on Friday at 610 and in line for Saturday night's 8 p.m. championship game. If the Lakers lose Wednesday, they will play the loser of Wednesday's other game at 5 p.m.
Thursday afternoon The winner there will go on to the consolation championship
at 6 p m Saturday.

Christian — Hopkinsville tourney
'Murray High's Tigers will take on 2nd Region power and tournament co-host Hopkinsville High School in the first round of the Christian County — Hopkinsville Invitational Tournament, starting Thursday, Dec. 27 at 8 p.m. in Hopkinsville High
School. Franklin-Simpson plays Union County at 630 in the opening game at
Hopkinsville that night, while at Christian County High School, Louisville Iroquois
and Todd County meet at 6:30 followed by Christian County against Webster
County.
•A Murray win against Hopkinsville will put the Tigers in the semifinals on Friday,
Dec. 28, 8 p.m. at Hopkinsville and in line to advance to Saturday's championship
game, 8 p.m. at Christian County. If Murray loses to Hopkinsville, they will play the
loser of the Franklin-Simpson vs. Union County game at 6:30 Friday at Hopkinsville. The winner there will go on to the consolation championship at 4 30 p.m. Saturday at Christian County.

Golf

SHREVEPORT, La. — Freshman Chris Boniol kicked a 29-yard field goal as time
ran out Saturday night and Louisiana Tech settled for a 34-34 tie with Maryland in
the Independence Bowl. Lorenza Baker set up the game-ending kick by returning a
short Maryland kickoff 41 yards to the Terrapins 40. The Bulldogs moved to the 11
with four seconds remaining, then decided to go for a tie rather than make a last
bid for a touchdown. Maryland had taken a 34-31 lead with 52 seconds remaining
on Scott Zolak's 15-yard, fourth-down pass to Barry Johnson.
.. •
STATESBORO, Ga. — Raymond Gross ran for 146 yards and a touchdown and
engineered three other scoring drives as defending champion Georgia Southern
beat Nevada 36-13 Saturday for its fourth NCAA Division I-AA title in six years.
Gross scored on an 8-yard run in the second quarter and Darryl Hopkins added
second-half touchdowns of 3 and 18 yards as the Eagles stretched their playoff
winning streak to 15 games. Southern (12-3) won its 11th game in a row since
starting the season with three losses in its first four games. Nevada, reaching the
championship game for the first time in six playoff appearances, finished with a
13-2 record.
• • •
OMAHA, Neb. — Peru State broke Westminster, Pa.'s two-year hold on the NAIA
Division II title with a 17-7 victory Saturday In a championship game played at
Nebraska-Omaha's Al Caniglia Field, Peru State quarterback Nate Bradley passed
for 238 yards and a touchdown to lead the Bobcats to their first-ever national
championship and first undefeated season since 1953, Peru, 12-0-1, broke Westminster's 11-game playoff winning streak dating back to 1988 and 11 -game winning streak this season. The Titans finished 11-2.

Basketball
Princeton became the first Ivy League team since 1979 to be ranked in The Associated Press college poll when the Tigers came in at No. 25 today. The Tigers, 7-0
after defeating Rutgers 58-48 on Saturday, are the first Ivy team in the rankings
since Penn was 14th in the final poll in 1979 The Quakers went on to the NCAA's
Final Four that season. The lop four teams — UNLV, Arkansas, Syracuse and
Arizona — stayed the same as a week ago Georgetown, No. 5 last week, fell to
No. 12 after losing to Texas-El Paso and was replaced by unbeaten UCLA (7-0).
UNLV will meet Princeton in Las Vegas, on Wednesday, a game that was arranged
only in July after St. Joseph's dropped the Tigers. UNLV (3-0) received first-place
votes from 61 of 63 voters and had 1,573 votes. Syracuse and UCLA got the other
two No. 1 votes. Arkansas (8-1) stayed second with 1,463 votes, followed by Syracuse with 1,418 and Arizona with 1,355. After UCLA, Indiana, Ohio State, North
Carolina, Duke and LSU rounded out the Top Ten.

Baseball
LOS ANGELES — The Los Angeles Dodgers signed new-look free agent center
fielder Brett Butler to a three-year, $10 million contract Friday and traded right fielder Hubie Brooks to the New York Mets for left-hander Bob Oieda and a prospect
Saturday. Butler played the last two seasons with San Francisco. As the Giants'
leadoff hitter, he batted .309 with 51 stolen bases and 108 runs scored in 1990.
Brooks is coming off the best season of his career, hitting 20 homers and driving in
91 runs. Oieda, a one-time 18-game winner, was 7-6 with a 3.66 ERA last season,
pitching primarily out of the bullpen. In other weekend moves, the three-time
defending American League champion Oakland Athletics re-signed 1990 AL Cy
Young winner Bob Welch to a tour-year, $13 million contract Saturday. Welch was
27-6 last season, the most wins by any pitcher since 1972. The Boston Red Sox
signed free-agent slugger Jack Clark to a three-year, $8.7 million deal Sunday.
Clark hit .266 with 25 homers for San Diego last season and had voiced his displeasure with Padres manager Greg Riddoch

(Coned from page 10)
Chicago wins twice and the Giants lose twice
.John Elway threw two touchdown passes to
Michael Young as Denver snapped a six-game
losing streak by defeating 6-8 San Diego 20-10
The Broncos (4-10) contained the NFL's leading rusher, Manon Butts, and got two field goals
and a goal-line interception in the fourth
quarter.
.Vinny Testaverde scrambled for 105 yards,
including a 48-yard touchdown in the first quarter, as Tampa Bay beat Minnesota 26-13 in
Richard Williarnson's debut as interim coach.
•Cleveland snapped an eight game losing
streak, while Atlanta lost its severth straight

and 18th in a row on the road in a 13-10 Brown
final.
•Eric Dickerson rushed for 117 yards and two
short touchdowns, one of them set up by a successful fake punt, as the'Colts won their fourth
straight, 29-21 over the New York Jets
SATURDAY
•Phil Simms suffered a season-ending loot
injury and Jim Kelly injured his left knee as both
playoff-bound teams' quarterbacks went down
during the Buffalo Bills' 17-13 win over the New
York Giants on Saturday.
.Playing in a game-long downpour, the
Washington Redskins weren't impressive but
didn't have to be, beating the 1-13 New England Patnois 25-10

Sports Writer...
(Cont'd from page 10)
der, from somebody else
100,000. When we started out, I
apologized to my wife of 29
years for putting her in that
spot," Calvin recalled, "and she
just said, 'If it's to be, it's to
be.—
The flight to frledom proved
no less harrowiggi than the hiding out, but just as succenful.
After driving down roads littered with abandoned cars,
through a sandstorm and 135-degree heat with the radiator light
on the dash illuminated during
the entire journey, past dozens
of Iraqi tanks, the couple reached Saudi Arabia and eventually
made their way back to the
States.
Today, 50-year-old Jim Calvin
watches the ball bounce in the
decidedly less-exotic, but infinitely safer destinations on the

CBA schedule. Basketball
already has taken him from his
boyhood home in Terre Haute,
Ind., where he coached high
school teams for 14 seasons, to
assistants' jobs at Murray State
in Kentucky and the University
of Arkansas, then to Kuwait
and back.
Yet he has this strange feeling: the journey is stilL a long
way from finished.
"About 15 minutes after I
took this job, I got a call from
an agent about coaching a team
in Greece, and 15 minutes after
that, my assistant with the
Kuwaiti team called me and
said most of the team is back
together in Qatar and would I
be interested in doing that for a
while?" Calvin said.
"I told him not right away,"
Calvin said, "that I'm going to
take plenty of time to think
about it."
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305 N. 12th
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Horne Office Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is There.
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ROBERT'S GUNS
NOW OPEN

c

Hand Guns • Long Guns • Accessories
S&W • Colt • Ruger
New - Used - Buy - Sell - Trade
e

Special orders and
layaways welcome!
10-6 Tues. thru Sat.
Corner of 5th & Main ,aboe Frame V age Murray 753-3066
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8
—
9:30 til 5, Saturday
Jackets
S‘%eats
T's

753-7743
Next to Wal-Mart
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-A
A
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mimv
Quality
Remanufactured
Long Block Engines

Tennis
MUNICH, Germany — Pete Sampras won $2 million, the largest prize in tennis
history, by beating Brad Gilbert 6-3, 6-4, 6-2 Sunday in the championship of the
Grand Slam Cup. Sampras, the U.S. Open champion, never lost his serve and took
just 1 hour, 43 minutes to beat Gilbert, who got $1 million of the $6 million purse.
While Sampras needed only three sets to beat Michael Chang in Saturday's semifinals, Gilbert needed five to beat David Wheaton

•

Last Minute
Lettering & Printing
,

—December Special12 Month/12,000 Mile Warranty

Good thru Dec. 24

MSU Merchandise

RACER BASKETBALL

25% off
Warmups 25%

off
Hooded Sweats &
Zippered-Hooded

NIA I VO WM,MART

30% off
Sweat Pants 40%

off

Murray State

Part 01289
and *1290

$699

With
Acceptable,
Exchange '

Fits Most 305 cu. Chevys

VS.

Prairie View A & M
TONIGHT--Racer Arena, 7:30 p.m.
Bring you camera and take your child's picture
with the WBLN Snowman

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
Hwy. 641 North—Murray

753-4424
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Trump sells part of empire
PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) —
Donald Trump Sold 'off a piece of
his empire, raising $8.8 million to
satisfy bankers in an auction of 35
luxury condos built on the wrong
side of this prestige-conscious
resort.
Buyers on Sunday paid from
$185,000 to $720,000, or one-half
to two-thirds of previous asking
prices, for the waterfront units at
Trump Plaza of the Palm Beaches.
The twin 32-story towers are across
the Intracoastal Waterway from
exclusive Palm Beach.
The original prices, which
ranged as high as $1.8 million for
the penthouse, were cut under pressure from Marine Midland Bank.
The bank wanted Trump to unload
the units that had gone unsold since
the developer took over the building in 1986, boasting that the complex would be Florida's hottest
property.
Trump, who must meet S34.5
million in payments today on two
of his casinos M Atlantic City,
N.J., said he was pleased by the
auction.
'We far exceeded our expectations today. This was a tremendous

sale for Trump Plaza," said
Trump, who congratulated several
buyers as they left the auction ballroom at The Breakers hotel to sign
sales papers.
Trump was pushed into the auction by Marine Midland, which
loaned him $60 million, after he
missed a $27.1 million payment
due Oct. 22. Only one sale had
been recorded this year, and about
85 of the 221 units remained unsold after the auction.
"We think that our buyers got a
tremendous buy," said William
Lange, president of Lange Financial Corp., the auctioneer. "We
just brought in 35 new neighbors
and made a community out of the
Trump Plaza, as opposed to an
empty building."
The development boasts a spacious leather- and marbledominated lobby, concierge, valet
parking, swimming pools that catch
morning and afternoon sunlight, a
fitness center and tennis court. But
the penthouse has no interior walls,
and the other units have concrete
floors and drywall.
The satisfaction of the auction
may be short-lived for Trump.

1111111111111111

Postage stamp subjects planned
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Calltmay County Middle School academic team students who participated in the Mayfield tournament on Dec. 8 are, from left, Andy
Rose, Matt Perry, Derek Smee, Tom Richter, Molly Willis, Rhea Ann
Wright and Mike Wojciechowski.

40'
Calloway County Middle School academic team students who participated in the Knowledge Master Open on Dec. 3 are, front from left,
Susie Richter, Rhea Ann Wright, Molly Willis and Erin Grogan. In
back are Mike Wojciechowski, Tom Richter, David Smotherman,
Derek Smee and Andy Rose.

CCMS academic team wins honors

To all our employees and friends
May the peace and joy of this season
be with you always.

The Calloway County Middle
School quick recall academic team
recently won honors. The Mayfield
tournament on Dec. 8 yielded a
third place win for the team.
Fourteen area schools competed
in the tournament. First place went
to Heath Middle School, second
place to Caywood Tennessee
Middle School, and fourth place to
Lone Oak Middle School.
Calloway County Middle School
lost in the quarterfinals to Caywood during an overtime. Students
participating in the tournament
were Andy Rose, Matt Perry,
Derek Smee, Tom Richter, Molly
Willis, Rhea Ann Wright and Mike
Wojciechoski.
Approximately 35 students are
on the quick recall team. The "A"

The Ford Motor Company
Salutes

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
;
Fp 4-41
!IF

team and the "B" team have had
Meel.i.with Heath, North Marshall,
South Marshall, Murray, Fulton
County, Hickman County, Reidland, Fulton City, Paducah City,
Lone Oak, and Symsonia thus far.
The "B" team is undefeated, and
the only loss for the "A" team is to
Hickman County.
CCMS academic team students
competed with thousands of students around the world on Dec. 3.
in the Knowledge Master Open
Computer Competition. Over
50,000 secondary school students
scored points for speed and accuracy of their answers to 200 questions in the 15th Knowledge Master Open. Student teams at over
4,000 schools in 50 states and
American outposts around the
globe competed at their schools
using specially programmed computer disks.
Nine students on the Calloway
County Middle School academic
team scored 1,378 of the possible
S2,000 points. The overall score for
middle schools was 1,192. The
CCMS team placed eighth in the
state with its score.
"The computer competition was
interesting and informative, while
allowing students the opportunity
to find out how they compare with
other academic teams around the
world," academic team coach
Rebecca Frizzell, said.
Students participating in the
competition were Susie Richter,
Rhea Ann Wright: Molly Willis,
Erin Grogan, Mike Wojciechowski,
Tom Richter, David Smotherman,
Derek Smee and Andy Rose.
Academic team coaches are Judy
Darnell, Rachael Neale and Rebecca Frizzell.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Former
Chief Justice Earl Warren, songwriter Cole Porter, the game of
basketball and the effort to explore
space are among the subjects
planned for the nation's 1991 postage stamps.
The year is expected to lead off
with a flower stamp, carrying no
cost denomination, and a so-called
make-up-rate stamp.
New postage rates are expected
to take effect in late January or early February, with a 30-cent first
class charge considered likely.
But the rate won't be determined
until the Postal Rate Commission
reports next month, so nondenominated stamps have been
printed to handle any eventuality.
As with past rate changes, the
stamps carry a letter, and the progression is up to "F." This stamp
will carry a flower design to match
the letter, much as the last such
stamp, lettered E, carried an image
of the Earth.
In addition, the make-up stamp
will be valued at the amount of,the
cost increak — which means that
-adding it to a 25-cent stamp will
equal the new rate. The design for
this stamp hasn't been disclosed
yet.
The first regular stamp issue of
1991 will come on Jan. 25 as a
4-cent coil stamp featuring a steam
carriage. Part of the transportation
series, the int issue will occur in
Tucson,'Ariz.
A 50-cent stamp will be issued
Feb. 22 jointly in Washington and
Berne, Switzerland, commemorating Switzerland's 70 Oth
anniversary.
The 200th anniversary of Vermont statehood will be observed in
March with a stamp to be released
in Bennington.
The face value of this ancfmany
other stamps to be issued in 1991
will be determined by the decision
in the pending rate case.
On April I, New York will be
the scene for the issue of a postal
card commemorating the 100th
anniversary of Carnegie Hall.
Also in April, a Great Americans

stamp will be issued in Albuquerque, N.M., honoring former
Senator Denis Chavez. A stamp
featuring a flag over Mt. Rushmore
will be released at Mt. Rushmore
in South Dakota, and a stamp
showing the U.S. flag and Olympic
rings will be issued.
Savings bonds will be featured
on a stamp to be issued May 1 in
Washington and another flag stamp
will be issued May 30 in Waterloo,
N.Y.
Honolulu will be the issue site
May 9 for two new "Love"
stamps.
The annual Literary Arts stamp
will feature William Saroyan,
being issued May 22 jointly in
Fresno, Calif., and Yerevan, Soviet
Union.
A Great Americans stamp honoring former Vice President Hubert
Humphrey will be issued May 27
in Minneapolis.
The Cole Porter stamp will be
issued June 8 in Peru, Ind.
Also in June, the "Old Red"
administration building at the University of Texas' Galveston branch
will be featured on a postal card.
A SI Olympic logo stamp will
be issued in June, and a summer
Olympics set of five stamp designs
will be released in Los Angeles in
July.
The Antarctic Treaty will be featured on an air mail stamp set for
June 21 in Washington.
A commemorative stamp to honor coin collecting will be issued
Aug. 13 in Chicago.
A sheet of 10 stamp designs will
recall World War II. It is scheduled
for issue in August, but the date
and place have not been
determined.
Springfield, Mass., where
basketball was invented, will be the
site for the issuance of a stamp
commemorating the birth of that
sport. It will be released Aug. 26.
Washington will be the site for a
District of Columbia commemorative stamp Sept. 7. The 200th
anniversary of the Bill of Rights
will be marked by a stamp to be
issued in September in Richmond,
Va.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"My object all sublime
I shall achieve in time —
To make the punishment fit the
crime."
— Sir William S. Gilbert.

What is the worst crime one can
commit in bridge? Opinions may
vary, but at or near the top of everyone's list is the waste of one's master trump on one of partner's high
cards. Today's hand illustrates why
the word "never" should have no
place in bridge. PF. Saunders offers this example in the English
monthly
magazine Pergamon
Bridge.
You are sitting East on this deal
and your partner cashes two high
clubs, on which you play the nine
followed by the trey. You expect
partner to continue with a third
(low) club which you intend to ruff.
However, instead of a low club, he
__leads a third high club. Should you
discard?
If you do, South ruffs. cashes two
high diamonds and leads a trump.
You win your ace, gobbling up partner's king, and you have no safe
lead. A spade surrenders a free fi-

BOBBY wOLFF

nesse, and—a- -diamond is - ruffed by
South while he discards dummy's
spade queen. Either way South has
10 tricks.
East should ruff partner's high
club with his ace of trumps. This
nets the defense its third trick while
East still has a safe diamond exit the reward for committing the .
"crime." South now goes two down.
losing a fourth trick to West's trump
king and a fifth one to East's king of
spades.
NORTH
12 a A
•A Q
11,9 8 7 6 3 2
•8 3
+862
WEST
EAST
49 5
•K 8 4 3 2
•K
VA
•Q 9 6 2
•J 10 7 5 4
4A K Q 5 4
+93
SOUTH
•J 10 7 6
Q J 10 5 4
•A K
J 10
Vulnerable Both
Dealer East
The bidding

East
Pass
Pass

South
11'
Pass

West
2+
Pass

North
4V

Opening lead Club king
BID WITH THE ACES
12 1X B

South holds:
Kneeling L-R: Arvel Birdsong,Glen Barnett,Clifford Hutcherson,Sammy Tucker,Jody
Tommy
Doughty, Eric Derby. Standing 2nd row: Paul Shipman, Donnie Birdsong, JenniferGriffin,
Outland, Kim
Hounchell, Sammy Edmonson, Steve Cunningham, Mike Barnett. Back row: Steve Sammons,
Larry
Poyner, Jackie Kimbro, Keith Ray, Dwain Musgrow, Roger Guthrie, Harold Fones, Gary
Miller, Pat
Watkins, Dale Brandon, Barry Guthrie.

The Ford Motor Company is pleased to recognize the entire service
and body shop teams at Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury for achieving
the highest customer satisfaction scores for service. The scores are
based on customer feedback to Ford Motor Company's quality
commitment survey sent to all new Owners of Ford cars and light
trucks.
President's Award Winner
Four Consecutive Years
1986, 1987, 1988, 1989

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St.

Murray

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

753-5273

May your
Christmas
be filled with
peace and love.
Happy Holidays from:

Ann Wilson, Circuit/District
Court Clerk
Charlotte
Joanne
Cynthia

Joyce
Pat
Jean

Michael
Polly

•K 8 4 3 2
•A
•J 10 7 5 4
+93
North
1•
2•

South
1•

ANSWER: Pass You have the ace
for partner in his trump suit He
may not have as much in yours.
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225 with self addressed
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1990 1 ruted Feature Syndicate
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Hog killing

Wierray Ledger & Times

Lamb-itious

Short calving
season, short
breeding season
equally importar
A short calving season followe•
a short breeding season is eqU
important for health management
is for beef cow management, a
versity of Kentucky veterinarian
Many Kentucky beef growers I.
breeding season of not more alai
days for cows and 45 days for he
for the most effective and profit
operation.
There is no practical alternative :
properly timed immunization, tes• •
and parasite control programs,
Duane Miksch, Extension vet&
rian with UK's Research and Ed.
tion Center in Princeton.
Miksch spoke at two session
UK's annual beef Cattle Rounrseminar on "Managing Reprodua
in Commercial and Purebrc•I Ilei,
in Lexington and at the rcY2.ii
center in Princeton.

Over 200 persons gathered Dec. 2 for the annual hog killing at the
farm of James and Peggy Riley of near Briensburg. This included
persons from this area, including many members of Four Rivers Music Group which meets at Calloway County Public Library Annex each.
first Sunday afternoorr. Seven hogs were killed on Thursday, Nob. 29,
and four more, as seen in top photo, were killed on Siturday, Dec. 2.
In the bottom photo can be seen the men cutting the parts of the hogs
in front of the old schoolhouse made into the log cabin on the Riley
farm. Also old fashioned lye soap was made at the hog killing.
dtThe children of Roger and Janet Johnson and Robert and Linda Rowland pose with twin lambs born on
the Shanklin farm Oct 31. Owner of the lambs Layne Shanklin, who named the twins Jack and Jill, owns
the largest commercial flock of sheep in Calloway County. Pictured from left are Joshua Johnson, Patrick
Johnson, Gatlin Rowland, Tasheena Rowland and Sarah Johnson.

TOYOTAS
COST LESS
IN MURRAY

Be selective when sending food to Gulf

Wary USDA economic experts
downplay another depression
WASHINGTON (AP) — For some Agriculture Department analysts
with good memories, old textbooks or both, there are some disturbing
similarities between what's been going on since about 1981 and the
boom-that-busted era of the 1920s and '30s.
Current speculation ,about whether the United States is already in an
economic recession hasn't boosted holiday spirits, either.
But John Kitchen and Gregory Gajewski of the department's Economic
Research Service think a recession will be mild by historical standards.
Unless a few things go completely haywire.
Kitctien and Gajcwski, writing in the current issue of Agricultural Outlook magazine, say their prediction is based on things staying relatively
stable — no war in the Mideast and no big hammering by other problems.
"While there is the potential for a mild recession, and a slim chance
for a severe downturn, the outlook is for continued mediocre growth in
the economy over the next year," the report said.
The nation's economy was said to be "especially weak" in the final
quarter of 1990 and probably will be "fairly weak" through the first half
of 1991 before reviving.
A number of worrisome items confront agricultural economists. not the
least of which is the stalled Uruguay Round of trade talks that was recently recessed in Geneva because of disputes over limiting commodity price
supports and export subsidies.
Whether the talks will resume in the weeks or months ahead on any
kind of harmonious note remains to be Seen.
The Persian Gulf crisis also has had an effect on domestic energy prices
and federal spending on maintaining the large U.S. military presence in
that region.
Kitchen and Gajewski said the uncertainties over GATT and the Persian
Gulf, along with "a relatively tight monetary policy" by the Federal
Reserve the past several months are big factors.
Putting it all together has led some analysts to draw parallels with the
late 1920s and early 1930s.
The U.S. economy grew strongly in the late '20s, but then faltered,
leading to financial'failures and, in retrospect, policy mistakes that led to
the Great Depression of the 1930s.
According to the report, some of the policies undertaken during the crisis period of 1930-32 included higher income tax rates, heightened protectionism through increased tariffs and a restrictive monetary policy by the
Fed.
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May your home be
filled with
holiday cheer.
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Jason Garner, son of Glenda
McCuiston and Harold Garner of
Rt. 6, Murray, has been selected
by the Calloway County Chapter
of FFA as member of the month
for November. Garner was
selected as a result of outstanding
salesmanship during the chapter's annual cheese and sausage
sales.
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Farmers of Lake Cumberland
area join in UK experiment
Several farmers in seven counties
of the Lake Cumberland area agreed
to join University of Kentucky's researchers to experiment with one-acre
plots of tomatoes, cabbages and bell
peppers using the best technology
available.
After three years of carefully monitored studies, interesting results have
been obtained, said Dick Roberts,
Extension horticulturist with UK's
College of Agriculture.
Yields were up significantly.
Profits were up significantly for
peppers and tomatoes.
Because expenses were up significantly too, and prices for cabbages
were low, the high tech method
should be modified, Roberts said.
The high tech method basically
involved using plots with 8-inch
raised beds, high plant populations,
trickle irrigation lines laid on top of
the beds and the beds covered with
plastic mulch for tomatoes and peppers. For cabbages, double plant populations with trickle irrigation lines
laid between a double row system
were used.

A
pecial
ChristmasWish
May this Christmas
season find you gathered
in harmony with loved
ones and friends, sharing
fond memories and
making new ones.
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1991 Camry
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More expensive greenhouse grown
plants were used in place of bare-roots
plants commonly used in the past. A
fertilizer injector was attached to each
irrigation line with fertilizer fed on a
regular schedule. A tensiometer was
installed at each location to help
determine when to irrigate.
"Greenhouse cabbage transplants
were such an expensive item,their use
did not pay off," Roberts said. "From
the experience we would advise use of
a double row system, high plant
populations, drip irrigation and bare
roots plants instead of expensive
greenhouse transplants."
However, using greenhouse transplants for both bell peppers and
tomatoes paid off handsomely.
In 1990, the tomato yield on the
experimental plots averaged 49,328
pounds per acre. Roberts said. This
compares with an average of 21,411
pounds per acre for all producers.
Sales average for the experimental
plots were S12,501.19 compared to
$5,098 average for all producers.
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515 S. 12th St. Murray
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Greg Bradshaw Aubrey Hatcher, Tom
Thurman. Bill Calvert, Chris Bearden.
Bus Mgr. and Chad Cochran, General •
Mgr.

THE NEW

WARNING:
Aatrazine has just been
adopted by the restricted use
list for the 1991 use season. In
order for this chemical to be
purchased, you must have an
up-to-date certification card.
Please contact your county
agent for details.

Bi-State Grain

Your Friends At

111
\_11
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4G-UC

Jai

Taylor Seed Co.
Lynn Grow, Rd.

FFA honor

and pork items are taboo because of
Food gifts should be wrapped and
religious beliefs in the Persian Gulf packaged careTully to ensure safe
arrival. Packing materials can include
area, according to Maruyama.
Military officials recommend that plastic bubble sheets, styrofoam or
home-baked foods be sent only to unflavored popcorn.
relatives and friends. For general
"Packages weighing 70 pounds or
giving; send commercial products.
less should be sent by first class mail
Acceptable food gifts include indi- to the
APO address," Maruyama said.
vidually wrapped hard candy or pea"Contact the post office for informanut brittle; cookies; canned fruits and
tion on mailing packages by direct
juices; vacuum packed nuts; pretzels;
mail."
dry cereal; seasoning packets; hot
sauces or seasoning mustard; dried
Recommended non-food gifts are
fruits; snack mixes made with dry disposable razors. eyedrops, shamcereal, nuts, pretzels and the like; dry poo, plastic storage bags, sunblock,
beverage packets such as lemonade, sunglasses, sun visors, crossword
presweetened Kool-Aid, flavored ice puzzles, small, portable games; writing materials; pens and sewing kits.
tea; jams and jellies.
The Red Cross,churches and civic
Unacceptable food -gifts include
alcohol, carbonated beverages, pro- organizations also accept gifts and
duct.s in aerosol cans or glass contain- donations for military personnel stationed in the Middle East.
ers, and pork products.
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Wishing you an old-fashioned
Christmas filled with simple
pleasures and the company
of family and friends.

Differences in the climate and
religious practices will affect your
choice of food gifts sent to family and
friends in the Persian Gulf area,
according to a food and nutrition
specialist at the University of Kentucky.
The extremely high temperatures,
time it takes packages to arrive, and
different religious beliefs are among
the factors to consider when choosing
food gifts, said Fudeko Maruyama,an
Extension specialist with the UK
College of Agriculture.
"Extreme temperatures, ranging
from 120 to 150 degrees Fahrenheit,
can cause fat to _saearate in foods,"
Maruyama sa4Therefore, food
gifts containing chocolate,cheese and
peanut butter are not recommended.
In addition, canned vegetables are
susceptible to spoilage by bacteria
that grow in hot temperatures. Canned
fruit and fruit juices withstand hot
temperatures better than vegetables
and would be safe to send."
It generally takes two to four weeks
for packages to arrive, she added. So
choose foods that will retain their
quality and freshness and allow plenty
of time for the gifts to reach the final
destination.
Any form of alcoholic beverages

753-5742
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KSP urges drivers
to avoid alcohol,
practice safety

Christmas in lights

The Christmas and New Year
holidays are drawing near and the
Kentucky State Police urge shoppers and party-goers to play it safe
on the highways.
With more traffic on the roads,
chances of vehicle accidents can
easily increase. Also, holiday parties often include alcohol and this
results in an increase of impaired
drivers.
But driving during the holidays
doesn't have to be a dangerous
prospect. Justice Secretary and
Acting Kentucky State Police Commissioner W. Michael Troop says
first, and foremost, is to stay sober
if you're driving.
"Always designate a sober driver
for a group going to a party. It's
senseless not to," he said. "This
way, everyone makes it home safely after the party."
Officers will be out in force
watching 'for those who choose to
drive under the influence of alcohol
Residents along Olive Boulevard gathered Sunday evening to place candle-powered luminaries along the
drugs. Other motorists can keep
or
street. The residents will continue the annual tradition again tonight.
a lookout, as well, for impaired
drivers. If you spot someone driving erratically, stop at the nearest
phone and call 1-800-222-5555.
This toll-free hotline will be
Temple Mount.
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli
deport four Moslem fundamentalist answered by a state police disThe heightened security was leaders from the occupied Gaza patcher. Just give a description of
police blocked thousands of Palesthe vehicle, the location last seen,
aimed at heading off clashes with Strip.
tinians from entering Jerusalem
Jewish extremists and to prevent
In the West Bank, students at the direction headed and license numtoday and barred Arab youths from
protests over Israel's decision to closed Bir Zeit University held a ber if possible. You may remain
the historic mosques on the city's
march and stoned police to protest anonymous.
Your help could save a life. Last
the planned deportations of the four
activis.ts, members of the fun- Christmas and New Year's holidamentalist movement Hamas, days, 12 people died in Kentucky
traffic accidents. Six of those died
Israel radio reported.
Police dispersed the demonstra- in alcohol-related crashes.
The use of safety belts and child
tion with tear gas and rubber bul--lets and arrested four protesters, it safety seats are encouraged during
the holidays and all year round.
said.
Officials anticipated angry reac- Child safety seats are required by
tion to the expulsions since Palesti- Kentucky law for children 40
nians, many of whom were driven inches and under. To be effective,
out of Israel with the founding of they must be used properly. Set a
the state in 1948, consider deporta- good example for your children —
tion from the occupied lands the buckle up. Twelve people died last
Christmas/New Year's holiday seaworst possible punishment.
Hamas, or Zeal, is a fundamen- sons and none of them were wearALL PRICED
talist group that has called for vio- ing seat belts; they were ejected
LESS THAN
lence against Israelis recently. from their vehicles.
Hamas claimed responsibility for
In addition to extra patrols, highthe slayings of three Israelis at a speed pursuit mustangs will also be
factory outside Tel Aviv on Friday. out to watch for speeders. Allow
The killers remain at large.
plenty of time to get where you're
The Israeli army said the four to going — the last thing you want
be deported were "instigators of for Christmas is a speeding ticket.
incitement" but did not accuse
The official Christmas holiday
period
them
of
begins at 6 p.m. Dec. 21
direct
involvement
in
the
4through midnight Dec. 25. The
killings.
Hundreds of paramilitary border New Year's holiday officially starts
police,
most in full riot gear, were at 6 p.m. Dec. 28 and ends mid10 DIAMONDS DIAMOND HORSESHOE
COIN REPLICA
moved into Jerusalem this morning night Jan. 1.
to block the entry of Palestinians
from the occupied West Bank and
United Way
Gaza Strip.
Police teams were posted at
It brings out
gates to Jerusalem's old, walled
city and around the Temple Mount,
411and Arab residents of Jerusalem
WIDE BAND
1 DIAMOND
FILIGREE
CLUSTER
NUGGET
CLUSTER
who are under age 40 were turned
away.
Israel resurrected its controverThe Diamond Price Leader"
sial deportation policy to calm
public anxiety over Arab stabbing
DEAR DR. GOTT: Recently you reattacks on Jews since the Oct. 8 ported that Gerovital H3,a Romanian
42111_
Temple Mount riots, in which 17 drug that prevents old age, is a scam.
MARQUISE CLUSTER
JEWELERS
Palestinians were shot to death by You are wrong. Why don't you read
Chestnut Hilis Shopping Canter
the enclosed pamphlet by Jerome Gopolice.
:Surrey

CCHS Band honors

CCHS senior Lisa Rickman was recently named to the 1991 KMEA
All-State Band through auditions held in Louisville. This is the second
year she has gained statewide recognition. The band will rehearse
Feb. 6 and will present a concert Feb. 9 in the Kentucky Center for
the Arts in Louisville.

Israeli police increase security to prevent protests

The 1988 Monte Carlo that
ran in Dwain Taylor's ad
Saturday should have read
$13,900 instead of $3,900

Thirteen Laker Band members were recently selected for 1990-91
AllDistrict Band honors through auditions at Paducah Tilghman
High
School. Calloway County earned the most representation of
the
schools comprising the KMEA first district. Above are from 18
left,
Brent Galloway, trumpet; Neal Simmons, baritone; Mike
Bell,
tuba;
Ami Barnett, trumpet and P.J. Luciano, baritone. Below from
left are
Ryker Wilson, percussion; Stephanie Carraway, flute; Mike
Assad,
percussion; Bethany Call, flute; Amy Waldrop, alto sax; Leah
Stuart,
clarinet; Mandy Waldrop, clarinet and Lisa Rickman, bass
clarinet.

DIAMOND
FASHION
RINGS 140

s139

$139

the best
in all of us."^

$139

$129

$99

$99

It's the little things
that make a Christmas merry.
Like music, laughter and twinkling lights.
But it's the big things
that make Christmas last all year.
Like faith, love and sharing.
May you have an abundance
of both the little and the big.

Be skeptical of 'miracle' compounds

din of the Holistic Health Happenings
Association and get smart?
DEAR READER: Thank you for
sending me the material on Gerovital
H3,a compound made of procaine and

benzoic acid I have carefully read the
information and have come to the
conclusion that Gerovital H3 is. indeed, a scam — in fact, more of a
scam than I originally believed. This
stuff is supposed to reverse the aging
process and prevent "neuritis, neuralgia, arteriosclerosis. Parkinson's disease, osteoporosis, eczema, hair loss.
psoriasis, angina and asthma." The

WHEN YOU GIVE
A LITTLE...
YOU GET A LOT!
This year,join Cablevision's TOYS FOR TOTS drive
and share yoar holiday cheer with a needy child in
your community. It's a great way to make your
holidays truly warm and special.
Just donate a new toy or canned food worth $5.00 or
more to our TOYS FOR TOTS project. In return, we'll
give you a reason to smile too!

A FREE CONNECTION

to Basic Service, HBO, Cinemax, Disney or Showtime

Terry, Karen and Drew Issacs, Carney Andrus,
Dyane DuBrock and Jerry Lassiler

*All toys donated
to Needline and the
Fire Department's
annual
Christmas Party

"Thanks for helping
us help others"
Offer expires 12/21/90

CABLE
VISION

Bel-Air Center

753-5005

only diseases this junk doesn't cure
are cancer and AIDS
Do you honestly believe that a substance having all these supposed
benefits wouldn't be the greatest invention since the cookie? EVERY
doctor would be using it. it would be
publicized as a medical wonder But it
isn't, is it^
Dear reader, you are engaging in a
flight of fancy, magical thinking that
more becomes a 6-year-old than an
adult. I suggest YOU get smah, and
don't waste your money on unproved
rejuvenation tonics
PS. Procaine is a local anesthetic.
probably the same compound used by
your dentist before he pulls teeth.
Benzoic acid is a preservative Sorry,
no breakthrough.
DEAR DR. GOTT What are the
side effects of taking four Lorelco
tablets daily along with three
Lopressors?
DEAR READER Lorelco probucol) is a drug for lowering serum cholesterol in patients who do not respond to diet, weight reduction or
control of diabetes. The usual dose
(for adults only) is two 250 milligram
tablets, twice daily. Side effects of
Lorelco include abnormalities in the
cardiogram. diarrhea, bloating, indigestion, headache, dizziness, insomnia, anemia, rash. impotence and
blurred vision. These side effects do
not occur in all patients. however:
most people can take Lorelco without
complications.
Lopressor Imetopro141) is a betablocking medicine used for hypertension and angina (chest pain due to
cramping of heart muscle). The usual
dose is 100 to 450 milligrams a day. in
divided doses. Side effects include fatigue, lightheadedness, depression.
shortness of breath, diarrhea, nausea,
dry mouth, slow pulse and rash. Asthmatics should not take beta-blockers
because these drugs can worsen this
breathing disorder

DR. GOTT

.1
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Neuromas put pressure on nerves
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

A

T

tions - may relieve symptoms for
weeks. In cases that don't respond to
DEAR DR. GOTT. I would appreci- this therapy - or where the neuroma
ate knowing more about neuromas cannot be injected (such as the ear) that occur in the feet.
surgery is necessary to remove the
DEAR READER: A neuroma is a growth and allow the nerve to
growth, made up of nerve cells and recover.
nerve fibers, that forms on a nerve. It
As a general rule. Morton's neurois benign and can affect any nerve, es- ma responds to cortisone injections
pecially the acoustic nerve(in the ear) and orthotic appliances worn in the
or nerves in the feet (Morton's neuro- shoes. Surgery is rarely necessary
ma). No one knows what causes neu- and when needed, is almost always
romas to appear; however, they often successful. A podiatrist or orthopedic
grow at the sites of previous nerve surgeon can advise you.
injury.
DEAR DR. GOTT: As a registered
As neuromas enlarge, they exert pharmacist in Pennsylvania, I feel
pressure on the nerves, with resulting you have mistakenly advised your
malfunction. For instance, acoustic readers on the use of Actifed as an
neuromas lead to deafness, headache, antihistamine that does not affect
disturbances in balance, facial numb- blood pressure. It is a combination
ness and tinnitus (ringing in the ears). over-the-counter medication that conOn the other hand, Morton's neuromas tains both an antihistamine (triprolicause pain, numbness and tingling in dine)and a decongestant(pseudoephedrine) and can raise blood pressure
the affected toes.
Neuromas can occur anywhere and stimulate heart rate.
DEAR READER: I appreciate your
there are nerves. the skin, the ear,
muscles and so forth; they are diag- comments. In my experience, howevnosed by the various neurological er, Actifed rarely, if ever, worsens hysymptoms they produce. Depending pertension because it is such a mild
on the location of the growths, medi- medicine. Therefore. I recommend it
cal therapy - such as cortisone injec- to my patients with high blood pres-

sure, if they need a decongestant, because it seems safer than similar other over-the-counter or prescription
drugs As always, I'll add the crucial
caveat. Patients should not take any
medicine, no matter how common it
is or how "harmless." without first
obtaining approval from their
physicians.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report -Consumer Tips On Medicines." Other readers who would like
a copy should send $1.25 with their
names and addresses to P.O. Box
91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be
sure to mention the title.
C)1990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GCYTT, M.D.

Funds needed to cope with bank failures
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WASHINGTON (AP) — With
the nation's economy in a big
slump, the government fund that
insures bank ,deposits is "under
stress" and needs more money to
cope with bank failures, the chairman says.
L. William Seidman, chairman
of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, said the fund is
expected to pay out $4 billion in
1990 to cover bank losses
A new forecast for 1991 "looks
like another $5 billion loss," he
said. That would _Rush the FDIC's
reserves dOw-ri-to S4 billion, he
said.
Seidman also said a report being
released at a congressional hearing
today is useful because it underscores the problems in the troubled
banking system.
But he said some of the report's
dire conclusions are based on forecasts that may prove to be wrong.
"It shows that, as our numbers
show, that we're under stress and
that we need more funds," he said
on NBC's "Meet the Press" on
Sunday.
Seidman was to testify at today's
hearing by the House Banking subcommittee on financial institutions.
The panel's report says bank failures could cost the FDIC $63 billion over three years if there is a
severe recession.
Even a mild downturn would
leave the fund short of cash, said
the report, whick. was written by
three economists. The Associated
Press obtained a copy of the economists' summary last week.
Seidman said the $63 billion figure was at the high end of the scale
of potential outcomes. "Our own
figures show that even if we took
their highest number ... with the
recapitalization we'll have over
$50 billion in hand to meet that. So
at worst there would be a small
additional amount needed to be
borrowed from the Treasury," he
said.
The bankers will recapitalize the
FDIC by paying more premiums
into it, Seidman said. "We think

they have plenty of resources to do
that and we expect that they will
agree that that's the way it ought to
be done."
A banking industry official said
in a televised interview today that
banks are committed to making
sure the fund remains solvent.
"If it needs to be recapitalized,
the banks are willing to put the
necessary money into the fund,"
Donald Ogilvie, executive vice
president of the American Bankers
Association, said during an appearance on NBC-TV's "Today"
show.
The economists' report suggests
the insurance fund be cushioned
with a loan from the Treasury.
Meantime, Seidman said he
agreed with other Bush administration officials that the economy is in
a downturn.
"We're in the beginning of what
may be a recession," he said. "
We have to wait and see."
Treasury Secretary Nicholas
Brady said the economy is undergoing a "significant slowdown"
that is likely to persist through early 1991 before turning around later
next year.
"I have been a little slow to
declare national recession day,"
Brady said.
Asked why he was reluctant to
use the word recession, Brady said
Sunday he did not have all the figures for the quarter.
"Let's watch and see," Brady
said. "Maybe it will be. I don't
think it's the end of the world even

011;11111.

- • --

if we have a recession. We'll pull
back out of it again. No big deal."
Many private economists, however, have pronounced the economy in recession, with layoffs rising and banks in trouble, and with
the retail sales, housing and car
markets down. A recession is
defined as a contraction of six
months or more in the gross national product.
"I think it is quite clear that economic activity in the fourth quarter
of this year has slowed down,"
Brady said on "Meet the Press."
He added, "I expect that that will
continue into the first quarter of
this year.
"We expect that during 1991
that it (the economy) will turn
around and we'll be back on the
growth path, jobs, investment, during that year," he said.
Bush administration officials
blamed the Persian Gulf crisis for
aggravating the downturn by jacking up oil prices and sapping consumer confidence.
"I am obviously concerned
about events in the Persian Gulf,"
said Michael Boskin, chairman of
the President's Council of Economic Advisers.
"I think they have heavily
influenced the short-term impact on
the economy," he said on ABC
TV's "This Week With David
Brinkley."
Moreover, Boskin said the government might have to borrow
money to pay for Operation Desert
Shield.
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Officials concerned about Medicaid mandates
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — New
federal mandates broadening Medicaid are causing concern among
some Kentucky officials who point
out that the program's cost has
more than doubled during the last
decade.
The mandates expand health
coverage to the poor and come on
the heels of federal nursing-home
and welfare reforms also requiring
states to spend more on Medicaid.
State Budget Director Merl
Hackbart said last week that the
new costs were not yet known, but
that the most recent mandates are
expected to cost at least $23 million a year in state and federal
money. Those changes will go into
effect during the next few years.
However, there will apparently
be other Medicaid costs that were
not planned for. Among them is a
$3.2 million disallowance by the
federal Health Care Financing
Administration for inappropriate
payments the state made to the
Brooklawn Treatment Center in
Louisville.
The Medicaid program, which
will cost $1.1 billion this year in
Kentucky and serves nearly
400,000 people, is funded with
state and federal dollars. Kentucky
provides about 28 cents of every
dollar spent.
Hackbart is scheduled to brief
legislators on the Medicaid situation at a meeting Thursday of the
Interim Joint Committee on Appropriations and Revenue.
Meanwhile, a recent federal
report suggests that Kentucky
should be getting $101 million
more a year because the formula
used to distribute Medicaid funds
does not accurately reflect the
need.
The problem in Kentucky, as
well as other states, is that it is difficult to figure the costs of the new
mandates and virtually impossible
to budget for them. The most
recent round of federal changes
came after the 1990 General
Assembly approved the state
budget for the next two years.
Rep. Marshall Long, D Shelbyville, chairman of the budget
subcommittee on human services,
said he didn't know whether the
new costs would lead to cuts in
Medicaid services.
The last time that occurred was

in 1985, when a $50 million deficit
forced state officials to reduce payments to hospitals, nursing homes,
doctors and health clinics.
"I think it's worse than in the
past because of all the federal law
changes," Long said. "I think we
need to be concerned."
The report on the Medicaid formula, issued earlier this month by
the U.S. General Accounting
Office, said the current method of
providing federal funds to states
was outdated and did not accurately reflect the number of people living in poverty in each state.
The formula, adopted more than
30 years ago, is based on per capita
income. The report noted that
states with similar per capita
incomes had poverty rates that varied widely. The GAO suggested
that a new formula based on a
state's total taxable resources and
the number of poor people be used.
Kentucky received S621.8 million in federal Medicaid money last
year, according to the GAO report;
the additional. SIO1 million would
amount to a 16.2 percent increase.
Brad Hughes, a spokesman for

the Cabinet for Human Resources,
said that while the new formula
might mean Kentucky would
receive more money, it would not
solve the problem of having mandates "shoved down our throats
while we have no way to raise
those matching dollars.
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Tanker carrying
ethyl nitrate
overturns
MOUNT STERLING, Ky. (AP)
— A tanker loaded with a benzene
compound overturned in western
Montgomery County, forcing
authorities to evacuate several
houses overnight and close Interstate 64 in both directions for
hours.
All four lanes along a nine-mile
stretch from Mount Sterling to
Clark County were closed at about
10 p.m. EST Saturday, authorities
said. The two westbound lanes
were reopened at 2:30 a.m. Sunday,
Montgomery County firefighter
Mike McClanahan said.
The eastbound lanes were not
reopened until about 12:30 p.m.,
state Disaster and Emergency Services spokesman Mark McDaniel
said.
Kentucky State Police identified
the highly inflammable benzene
compound as ethyl nitrate.
State police said the tanker was
in the left lane on eastbound I-64
and tried to return to the right lane
after passing a car. The driver,
identified as Giles S. Fisher Jr., 38,
of Nathli, Va., then lost control,
police said.
Fisher was treated at Mary
Chiles Hospital in Mount Sterling
for minor injuries and released.
Residents within a _half-mile
radius of the accident — involving
about a half-dozen homes — left
their houses at about 1 a.m. Sunday, according,do McClanahan and
McDaniel. They were allowed to
go home about 10 hours later.

21st ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
Catfish Fillet Dinner

Anniversary Special Is
Offered Every Day During
The Month of December.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

By Abigail

Answor to Prowlous Puzzle

43 Remained
erect
45 Underdone
46 —
Wednesday
48 Pry about in
a sneaking
manner
50 Young boy
51 Expired
53 Fee
55 Compass
point
56 Continued
story
59 Schoolbook
61 Forgive
62 Having
flavor

1 Precipitous
6 Essence
11 Glossy paint
12 Closed
securely
14 Behold!
15 Strike
17 Facts
18 Anger
20 Breaks
suddenly
23 Perch
24 Escritoire
26 Veracity
28 Concerning
29 Chemical
compound
31 Bodies of
traveling
actors
33 Unlock
35 Key — pie.
36 Grumbles
39 Animal
enclosures
42 Babylonian
deity
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No Happy Ending for Accused
In Children's Stories of Abuse
DEAR ABBY: Some months ago, an advantage in other actions. I have
you published a letter from "Anony- every reason to believe that what the
mous, Please" regarding her 4-year- judge said was true.
One prospective divorce client said
old child's experience with child
molestation.She said she had taught to me,"My husband is a sexual deviher daughter about her private parts ate — a pervert — and I want you to
at age 4,and "within five months she see to it that he has no unsupervised
contact with our children!"
was molested."
When I pressed her for an exThat letter was not the first you
have published on the "horror sto- ample of her husband's perverted
ries"ofchild molestation.I have been sexual behavior, she replied, "He
waiting for some letter giving bal- hides Playboy magazines in his
ance to the near hysteria that is underwear drawer."
gripping our society on the subject.
A WOMAN LAWYER
As a lawyer who has handled
FROM MISSOURI
many cases involving children who
DEAR LAWYER: Thank you
were said to have been sexually
abused, may I share the following for an excellent letter to illustrate the other side of the story.
observations:
Children do lie. They don't call it
a.'
lying — they call it "making up stories." And with encouragement from
DEAR ABBY: I am writing this
a parent and "professionals," these
children will eventually believe their letter on behalf of my father who
own stories. On the basis of an accu- died last week of lung cancer. He
sation alone,the accused parent may was very smart about so many things,
be denied access to his child for but he wasn't smart enough to quit
smoking before it killed him.
months — or even years.
I want you to know that my father
For years children have been
sexually abused by neighbors, baby loved you and your column for as
sitters,trusted friends and relatives. long as you've been writing it. I used
Teaching them to scream, kick, hit to tell him that I always read Dear
and run will not protect them. The
best protection is to watch your children closely and keep the lines of lattAAA
communication open.
I was in court recently on a child
molestation case. The judge stated
that more than 80 percent of such
cases that had come before him had
been frivolous — the accusation has
been made for the purpose ofgaining
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5 Young shrub
6 Equally
7 Tellurium
symbol
8 Youngster
9 Word of
sorrow
10 Retreat

1 Nightly
sounds
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symbol
3 River in
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4 Congers
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pronunciation
13 Tropical
fruits
16 Separate
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21 Knitting
term
22 One
1
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5
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7
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to pain
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25 Military
13
caps
27 Mood
14
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18
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element
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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Abby last because I wanted to save
DEAR ERICA: My heartfelt
the best for the last, then he'd say,"I condolences to you and your
can't wait that long. I read her first." family on the loss of a loving
My father loved The Houston Post father Thank you for giving me
and he taught his children to love it, permission(on the telephone)to
too. Anyway, Abby, I just want you publish your name.You said you
to know that you brought a lot ofjoy "knew" your father would have
into the life ofa wonderful man whose loved seeing your letter in The
name was Charles Elton. We buried Houston Post. Who knows? Perhim with his beloved newspaper — haps he can.
your section being on top. He would
have wanted it that way. With
love .
ERICA ELTON NEHLS,
FRIENDSWOOD,TEXAS
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Just bring in $7.00, -a- -picture (one
person only), childs name, along with a
stamped, self addressed envelope for the
return of the original photo.
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Deadline for receipt of photos is noon,
Wednesday, December 19, 1990.
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NO,SPIKE,
TIME FOR
THAT,
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Notice
MURRAY State University
is accepting proposals to
establish a contract for
Legal Services for the preparation and timely tiling of
legal documents concerning student borrowers who
have Ned either a Chapter
7 or Chapter 13 bankruptcy Respondents must
be licensed to practice law
in Kentucky Proposal
forms are available from
the MSU Purchasing Department, General Services Building, Chestnut
Street, Murray, Kentucky
42071 or by calling (502)
762-4090

Ordinance No. 90-936
AN ORDINANCE ACCORDING TO KRS
227.320 ADOFTING BY REFERENCE THE
KENTUCKY STANDARDS OF SAFETY (FIRE
PREVENTION CODE)AS PROMULGATED IN
815 KAR 10:040 BY THE COMMISSIONER OF
THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING, BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION.•
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 13th
day of December. 1990.
William N. Cherry
ss Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk
as
*Copies of the Code book are available through the
Department of Housing. Buildings and Construction, 1047 U.S. 127 South, Frankfort, KY 40601
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey
City Attorney

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Harvey Ellis,
Executor, of the estate of
Lela Aline Coles, deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m. December 27th,
1990, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Ordinance No. 90-937
AN ORDINANCE PROHIBITING TRUCK
TRAFFIC WITH A WEIGHT OF OVER TWO
TONS AND VEHICLES WITH ANY TYPE OF
TRAILER OR OTHER ROLLING DEVICE ATTACHED THERETO FROM TRAVELING ON
SYCAMORE STREET FROM SOUTH 4TH TO
12TH STREET. VEHICLES IN THIS CLASS
ARE NOT PROHIBITED FROM RESIDENTIAL
DELIVERIES.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 13th
day of December, 1990.
William N. Cherry
ss Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass. City Clerk
ss
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey
City Attorney

Notice
A timeless gift anytime The
Story of Calloway County,
1822-1976, by Kerby 8
Dorothy Jennings Call
753-4886 or may be found
at bookstores and Wallis
Drugs
iNSTRUCTION
or'dt'• LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
START THE NEW YEAR
OFF RIGHT WITS A
NEW CAREER

ALLIANCE
LESANOIll 1111

1-800-334-1203
FOR sale- Live Christmas
trees, wreaths Choose
your own Call Helen at
435-4426 after 5pm

INVITATION TO BID
FOR PROPERTY INSURANCE
The Murray Independent Board of Education will
receive sealed bids for property insurance for the
Murray City School District until 12:00 Noon.
Wednesday, January 30. 1991.
Specifications will be on file in the Murray
Independent Board of Education Office Building,
814 Poplar Street, Murray. Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms
there.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or all bids
and waive any irregularities in bidding.

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree Information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
",ee •oc

CLASSIFIEDS
are[oreveryone!
iffew,

ca,' ierv,a•-

NOW through Christmas
Murray High Calloway or
Murray State transfers tree
with purchase of any garment Campus Keepsakes
200 N 15th St 753-8867

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 River duck
5 Swerve
9 Spigot
12 Danish
island
13 Toward and
within
14 Juan s river
15 Mixes
17 Printer s
measure
18 Fuss
19 Profit
orange
21
23 Bore witness
to
27 Myself
28 Collision
29 Small child
31 Conducted
34 Sun god
35 Bed canopies
38 Concerning
39 Slender
finial
41 Yellow ocher
1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

42 — ink
44 Neon symbol
46 Mollified
48 Having a dull
finish
51 Transaction
52 Individual
53 New
Testament
abbr
55 Read
59 Offspring
60 Monty Hall
specialty
62 Lambs pen
name
63 Youngster
64 Surfeit
65 Depression

STEEP
AT-T-7AR.
ENAMEL
SEALED
L ONSTL.A P
DATA
IA
NA
S
S
DE
TA
IH
O U
0
I M
ES
Co
EA
0
A
AS
NO 0
A
D I
0 IL
SE
A L
R EAD
•R EM I • SAPIDU

DOWN
7 Nice season
8 Soap actor
— Moss
9 Tour
10 Assistant
11 Game for
Minnesota

I Flap
2 Conger
3 Exist
4 Lengthiest
5 Call upon
6 Preposition
5

4

6

7

8

13
12UUU
15

17

16

19
23

24

21

20

25

26
29

28
34

35

40

22
27

30

36

37

4'

42

48

49

45

47

46
50*

52

53

so

60

51

54

55
61

62
65

63
64UUU

UU

UU

ill
44

Fats
16 Sprints
20 Baseballs
Craig —
22 Meara ID
23 Land
measure
24 Snare
10
11
9
25 Tantalum
symbol
26 Female deer
30 Three-base
1UUUUU
hit
18
32 Great Lake
33 Lifeless
36 Take a chair
37 Scoffed
40 Mean
43 Phys
31
32
33
45 Latin
,conjunction
''-47
38
48 Majority
49 Ox of
41
Celebes
50 Finishes
54 Oolong
56 Rubber tree
57 Transgress
58 Dine
56 57 se
61 pear

UUU
•

•''

100

0, .L)

Notice

—71111'
1/2 H.P. Electrlc
Garage Door
Opener
Marry Christmas and
Igo Happy New Year
to en our friends
and customers. w#
To Enter
Send Your Name and
Address On A Card To

Dave's
Garage Door
TO Years Experience'
Rt 2 Box 18B
Boaz, Ky. 42027
Drawing vni be held Dec
1990

22

T.V. Repair
All Brands

Ward-Elkins
753-1713
TRANSFER your home
movies to video tape 7e per
foot Call Donna Darnell
759-9246
LYNDA'S Pretty Punch.
Embroidery store, other
crafts and leather. 95c
acrylic thread, free pattern
with purchase $4 adult
sweatshirts, $3 childrens,
Designed sweatshirt $8 99,
4X shirts available Fringed
jackets, belts engraved
tree, billfolds, leather accessories . Turquoise, sterling silver and gold jewelry,
boots Mon-Tues. 12-6,
Wed-Fn. 9-4, Sat 9-1. Call
for after hours appointment. 2 miles west of
Hazel, State Line Road 893
West. Turn west at caution
light at edge of Hazel
492-8580

Working
Around
The
Clock
For You!
So
,
* actvert ding messages ens fleet
wg
they're seen or heard to, a
and then they are
few twonds
gone
I ti not that way when you wholf
,n dawdled Your heauge, rn print,
Any tithe
can be read and re read
of the day or nap
*Man you're look Mg for rewlts.
hare TO citivfied One °hone call
duts your ad h pont and d keetat
on woriong for you
roght wound
he clock

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
050
Lost
And Found
REWARD Remington
20ga Model 57 lost in LBL
Call 502-753-4828
0611

EXCELLENT INCOME'
Easy work! Assemble
simple products at home
1 504 641-7778 Ext 2329
24 hours

RN or LPN needed for in
home private duty case in
Martin, TN 40hrs per
week Excellent pay For
more information call
901-664-5709 EOE
REGISTERED NURSES:
The Purchase District
Health Department seeks
applicants for challenging
positions in Graves and
McCracken Counties and
the Purchase Area Full.
time and alternate work
schedules will be considered Graves County . Direct patient care and teaching in the clinic and home
and supervision of clinical
nursing staff. McCracken
Direct patient care and
teaching in clinics and the
home Purchase Area:
Scheduled clinical services
and specialty communicable disease services
Community education and
outreach Potential classification Community Health
Nurses III-V. Starting salary $9.05 to $10.47
($678 75 to $785 25 biweekly), based on educebon, experience and level
of responsibility Good
fringe package and attractive working conditions. Applications may be secured
at any Health Center Mail
to Purchase Health Department, P.O. Box 2357, Paducah, KY 42002. For more
information, contact Sharon Godec, Nursing Director, at 502-444-9625 or
247-1490.
HEALTH
INSURANCE
PROFESSIONALS
NEEDED
TO MARKET
OUTSTANDING
NEW MAJOR
MEDICAL
PRODUCT
We offer:
+Top commissions.
+Six months commission advance on submitted APP business.
+Leads available.
+NO association dues
Of tees.
+Free Major Medical
and Life Insurance for
you and your family.
(Must qualify.)
+A.M. Best A+-c
Superior rated company.
+Convention
trips.
(Must qualify.)
+Unlimited income
potential.
+Vested renewals.
If you are interested in
an unparalleled opportunity for career
growth in the Health
Insurance Industry.
call:
Ronnie Taylor
502-781-7270
9 a.m.-12 Noon
502-749-5404
12 Noon-5 p.m.
SALES person to work in
decorating center Must
have experience at this
type of work Apply at
Black's Decorating Center
701 S 4th St. or call
753-0839.
SHONEY'S Inn Permanent/part time maintenance person Apply in
person, Shoney's Inn,
Murray

TEXAS Refinery Corp
needs mature person now
in the Murray area. RegardASSEMBLE OUR DE less of training, write F M
VICES: Learn this trade, we Hopkins, Box 711, Fort
send instructions, parts, Worth, TX 76101
and check for assembly THE Courier Journal is
Call (404)426-0672 Ext looking for a self-motivated
DB520.
individual in the Murray
BABYSITTER needed Re- area to deliver one of their
ferences
Mon. Fri daily and Sunday paper
8am-5pm 759-1074 days routes Must have reliable
transportation Must be
436-2420 evenings
able to secure a cash bond
'EXTRA INCOME •91 -• of $400 If interested con"Earn a second income tact David Huffey at
without a second lob' Earn 1-800-866-2211
1500-$1000 for a better life UP to $15 hour processing
for you and your family No mail weekly check guaranexpenenoe necessary Will teed Free details write
teach with simple instruc- SD, 12610 Central, Suite
tions Don't Wait! Make 255-TKY Chino, CA 91710
Easy Money Send a
stamped addressed enve090
lope to B&B Mailing Service
Siltation
P.O Draw 601532 Miami,
Wanted
FLonda 33160
EXPERIENCED grand13 IMMEDIATE OPENmother will babyse in my
INGS NEED a lob? A
home in Murray Have reGED? Hope for the future?
ferences 753-8723
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your CEO or high IRONING done in my
school diploma. 'You are home
Non-smoker
between the ages of 16 8 753-7383
21 We are an E 0 E. This
protect e funded by the WILL do house or office
Western Kentucky Private cleaning Good references
Industry Council- JTPA 436-2562
Call JTPA Out Of School WILL stay with lock or el
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , derly. Live-in or out Call
Bern 11 30a m
after 5pm, 753-0785
Help
Wantad

210
Business
OFportunity

Wonted

020

Ordinance No. 90-938
AN ORDINANCE PROHIBITING TRUCK
TRAFFIC WITH A WEIGHT OF OVER TWO
TONS AND VEHICLES WITH ANY TYPE OF
TRAILER OR OTHER ROLLING DEVICE ATTACHED THERETO FROM TRAVELING ON
NORTHWOOD DRIVE FROM HILLWOOD
DRIVE EAST TO NORTH FOURTH STREET
(OLD 641 NORTH). VEHICLES IN THIS
CLASS ARE NOT PROHIBITED FROM RESIDENTIAL DELIVERIES.
Adopted.by the Murray City Council on the 13th
day of December, 1990.
William N. Cherry
ss Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk
ss
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey
City Attorney

•
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START AT THE TOP Own
your own business that has
built-in demand and repeat
business Own your own
business that provides financing assistance, thor
ough initial and continuing
training, on-site operations
and sales support and expansion assistance Own
your own business that is
recession proof and services the business community Own your own
short-run commercial printing center Call toll-free
1-800-422-3278

110
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

270

220

1986 OVATION acoustic
guitar with pickup and hard
shell case
$650.
436-2251.
UPRIGHT piano, good condition. 489-2416

Miscellaneous
12' Band saw, % hp, $75
wood lathe $50 Both brand
new. 753-7231
Doll houses and furniture.
Cuba Rd , Mayfield
247-5936

PROOF sets and silver dollars make fine presents for
CASH for mobile home ax- every occasion! If we don't
les and Ores We will re- have the date you need,
move 527-9063
we'll get it at no extra cost to
JUNK cars and trucks you Check our US and
474-8109 days, 437-4087 foreign coins, proof sets
and silver dollars at the Ox
nights
Yoke Antique Store
(Hazel), Treasure House
(Murray), the Mercantile
150
(Aurora),
Olde Tobacco
Articles
Towne (Mayfield), and the
For Sale
Book Rack on E. Wood
1977 TRANS AM 400, Street in Paris We buy
black Kingsize heated coins and offer professional
waterbed Wood for sale appraisals of estates
753-4161.
759-4401.
BASEBALL cards Buy, sell
and trade 759-1683
COMPLETE CP(M computer system printer, modem,
software, word processor
data processor, graphics
and DeBase $500
753-8024, 762-2996
ENGAGEMENT ring and
wedding band set Reasonably priced Call 436-5512
after 8pm

Business
Rentals

JUST reduced' 1985 14x70
Columbia on rented lot, 3br,
14 bath, vinyl underpinning, unfurnished except
stove and refrigerator
759-1552 before 8pm

4 CAR shop with office
753-9386, 753-4509

LANDLORDS GET RICHER while you're losing
hard earned cash! Buying
your own home is a smart
move and payments are usually lower than rent!! Whatever your needs, BARGAIN
HOME CENTER has a
home to fit your family, your
budget and your lifestyle!
Hwy 641 South, Paris, TN,
or
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 1 1 76
1-800-635-9507.

2BR carport, central RA,
stove, refrigerator No pets
Deposit, lease, $350'mo
1802:'i A
Monroe
1-502-527-7382 after 5pm

VACAr
$150/rr

2BR duplex, nice neighborhood, newly decorated References, deposit required
No pets. $275/mo.
436-2816 anytime.

able n
753-98'

Firewood
WOOD for sale 753-9745

WOODEN storage buildings. 8x16' starts at $1095,
10x16' $142450, 12x24'
$2395. Other sizes available Acree Portable Buildings 502-247-7831

YEAR END SUPER
SALE!! Prices never lower
thru Dec. 31! Our loss is your
gain! Come see us at BARGAIN HOME CENTER,
Hwy 641 South, Paris, IN,
901-644-1176
or
1-800-635-9507.
260
Mobilo
Home For Rent

Business
Sinks*

SPA for sale 753-3488 after 6pm
STEREO with speakers
$150, 3 piece entertainment center, like new Will
consider offers 753-4321
UTILITY shed, metal,
electric stove 2 years old
753-9826

155

430' ELECTRIC range,
brand new 753-7041
30' electric Frigidaire
range, green Good condition. $75. After 5pm,
759-1293

160
No..
Furnislings

Antique Chest
of Drawers

$200
753-8788
after 5 p.m.

12x65 2br 2 bath, central
air/heat, new water heater
Call after 6pm, 753-4314
$3500 OBO
14x70 3BR, 17, baths.
Central gas heat/air On
private rented lot 2 miles
from town. 753-2426
1984 MOBILE Home
14x80 2br 2 bath, gas heat
and central air, gas range,
built-in dishwasher, refrigerator Call 759-4065
after 4pm
1985 14x70 ANVIL 2br 2
bath 753-5024
1986 14x54 CAVALIER
2br 753-5024 or 354-6264
24x60 1976 Shultz mobile
home and lot 5 miles east
of Murray 753-2605 after
5pm
CHRISTMAS CASH,
MANUFACTURERS' REBATES OR DEFERRED
PAYMENTS tl?ru Dec. 31,
plus quality homes at affordable prices all year long.
Come see us at BARGAIN
HOME CENTER, Hwy 641
South, Paris, TN,
90 1 - 4 4 - 1 1 7 6
or
1-800-635-9507.

NICE country style Broyhill
sofa and chair. Blue with
oak trim 753-0913.

2BR duplex $300/mo Deposit required Quiet area
753-7217 or 753-1622
1 and 2BR apartments near
downtown Murray
753-4109
APARTMENT for rent 1 or
2 bedrooms Fully furnished, heat and water included Call 759-1743 after
5pm

The prestige plus can be found in this three
bedroom, 21/2 bath home on double lot. Two
fireplaces, massive family room. Separate game
or guest house. Fenced back yard. Features for
any life style. MLS-2817

SPICELAND ELECTRIC

A FIREWOOD for sale
4.37-4667
FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436 2562,
436-2758
FIREW006 Seasoned or
green Also slab wood
Charles Barnett 753-5476
FIREWOOD for sale $30
rick delivered and stacked
489 2495 or 753-8059

NICE 2
Colernz

REAL
2Bedre
New c(
air Inc
washer
storage
$400. ;

TOP N(
very ns
heat ar
pliancos
Discou
753-87::

CHINE:

fawns a
black
901-24

Residential
Commercial
Complete Electric Service

POO D
tered
rhea Ke

REGIS
Spaniel
shots, v
901- 78
Grove,

Steve Spiceland
492-8385
Owner
Day or Night

430

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

KOPPE
tars a
Real Es
wide s
home
753 - 1
1-800
711L

If you are under age 65 and
qualify for Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$592 Part-A deductible as well as
100% of Medicare's Part B copayment_ amount. This benefit is
based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20%
of the $75 Part-B deductible. PartB benefits are paid in or out of the
hospital. The 1990 rate is $56.04
per month.

BEAUT
dwellinc
includin
Joining
Wester
Call 75

For more information call.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

Bu
4 mil,

Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
'free local claim service"

753-I

Unu
pro pe
si
one Ix

and ti
a wool

rrr
rrr

711 /I

Alpine 7904

IMO=

Compact Disc Player with 16 Bit, 8x Oversampling
Digital Fitter, Dual Digital/Analog Converters, Alpine's proprietary 1-10 II Tuner with 18 Station Presets, Digital Clock and other
technical and convenience features for sonic excellence and
exceptional performance.
FM/AM

FIREWOOD $30 rick, delivered and stacked
436-2528

3BR 1
$350ar
enaas

BEAGL
now 1492-85;

a

A1A firewood Seasoned
oak $25 delivered, $20
pickup 492-8254

2BR h
$250ar
pets
plian,
$300er
pets 7

AKC R
436-52f

753-1651

414 S. 12th

Sports
Equipoord

Firewood

2BR 1
remoc
phance
Pets

AKC R
nian
Cream
Call 75

Roberts Realty

200

210

340

2BR duplex in Northwood
$295/mo 759-4406

moutimneranntamon
AL,PINE

LOVESEAT, 1 year old
Blue and mauve $75
489-2446

COMPLETE weight set 2
bars with bench, 170Ibs of
weight $100 436-2251

ti

380

270
Mobile
Homes For Sala

2BR al
versity
pliance

NICELY furnished apartOFFICE or store space ment for rent, near MSU.
available in Southside 1,2,3BR Office 1212 West
Shopping Center, Jan 1 Main 9-5 753-6111, after
753-4509, 753-6612
5pm, 753-0606

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years aty arid state investigation experience.
GE Washer, dryer, excel- 'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
lent condition $400, 2 snow 'Personal or Corporate
tires, 4 radials, all $150, 'Missing Persons Your
rattan coffee table, glass needs, our specialty Call
top, $150, double papazan Confidential Investigations,
with extra cushion $250;- (502)753-2641
210 Memory tone bank\Ca=
sio keyboard $200 Call SHARP copiers Authorized dealer for sales serPaul 753-6227
vice, supplies, parts and
HANDMADE quilts for sale rental units Local com753-7901
pany Call 1-800-248-4319

OAK desk $150 753-8056
after 5pm

Aparbasnb
For Rant

2BR 1Y: bath, appliances LAKE Barkley
Canton area
urnished 14x70 Holly Lovely, 2br brick
duplex
Park. No pets. Located
Appliances w/d hookup
'A mile from city limits on $275/mo 502-885-4000
or
North 641 753-4382 days 924-5538
only,
NEW 2br duplex with Carport 710 Sycamore and
300
1821
Ridgewood
Business
753-7457
Rentals

250

NICE L
Central
hook u,
furnishi
feren
753-08

320

WOOD stove, wood furnace, washer/dryer, color
tv's, restaurant equip.,(vulcan stoves, ovens, deep
fryers) 753-4109

EXCEPTIONALLY nice
emerald cut diamond solitaire VVS and F in color
Wholesale plus 15% In man's Jewelry, Murray

MOUNTAIN bike hardly
used $150 436-2251

300

Mobilo
Homo' For Solo

(
#
11111t

tf

Reg. '500
Now

$399.99

Al°
Boulevard Music
Sunset
Dixieland Ctr. Chestnut St. 'Murray, Ky • 753-0113
Bost Selection of Tapes & Compact Discs In Town
It

11110

101

"O.

•,
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Used
Cars '

NICE large 2br apartment
Central H/A, washer/dryer
hook-up. stove/refrigerator
furnished Deposit and references required
753-0859

CORNER lot in Maplewood 753-2605 after 5pm

VACANT 2br furnished,
$150/mo 753-5292

BY Owner 3br brick 2 bath,
large lot, chain link fence.
Near MSU Redecorated 1980 OLDS 98 runs good,
inside New storage build- looks good $1750 1666
ing, enclosed garage with Ryan Ave
new opener Lots of trees 1982 MAZDA
626 extra
and shrubs Good neigh- clean, loaded
489-2218
borhood Low $50's or will
consider 1 year lease
1983 CUTLASS Supreme
753-8298 days or 489-2936
753-4684 after 5pm
1983 OLDS Cutlass waOwner anxious to sell - 3br gon, good condition. Call
14 bath, 2-car garage, after 4pm 395-7986.
brick home in Panorama
Shores Available immediLease For Less at
ately 753-6339
DWAIN TAYLOR
NICE 2700sq.ft brick
CHEVROLET
home 4br, possibly 5, 2
1990 Astro 8 Passenger
bath, new large 2 bay workVan $336 ma'
shop 30x40, 3 acres,
Call Gene at 753-2617
fenced. 527-3242
Plus Tax Title & License.
36 Mo Closed End Lease.

460
Homes
For Sete

28R apartment near University Good condition, appliances furnished Available now Coleman RE
753-9898

340
Nouns
For Rent
2BR 1 bath, gas, newly
remodeled, new appliances, washer/dryer No
pets $350/mo 345-2681
2BR house, near college
$250/mo plus deposit No
pets. 2br duplex Appliances furnished
$300/mo plus deposit. No
pets 753-2967.

REPOSSESSED VA fi HUD
HOMES available from goyemment from $1 NtithoLA credit check. You repair. Also
tea delinquent foreclosures
CALL 1805)682-7555 EXT H2325 for repo list your area

3BR lbath, 507 Whiriell
$350/mo. Deposit, references required. 753-4801
NICE 2br brick with garage
Coleman RE 753 9898
REAL
CHARMER
2Bedrm. Murray location
New central gas heat and
air Includes refrigerator,
washer and dryer Tons of
storage' Discounted rent
$400. 753-8734

470
Motorcyc
1986 YAMAHA YZI30 motorcycle
Reduced
436-2794 after 4pm

TOP NOTCH 3br 1 /2 bath,
very nice areal Gas pack
heat and central air, appliances, attached garage
Discounted rent $450
753-8734

RVA moped $250, 10x12
onental rug $50 436-5501
460
Auto
Ureic*,
NEW and used tees Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

'tan

Pets
& Sta:plies
AKC Registered Pomeranian puppies Colors
Cream orange, wolf sable
Call 753-5950

ARS

Auto
Parts

AKC Rottweiller puppies
436 5265

1979 CUTLASS Calais
complete wreck in front No
title For parts only $450
Days 753-7668, nights
753-2394

BEAGLE puppies Ready
now Hold til Christmas
492-8529
CHINESE Shar Pei pup,
pies CSPCA registered
fawns and red fawns $350,
blacks
$ 500
901-247-5252
POODLES, AKC registered Instant credit Paradise Kennels 753410€
REGISTERED Cocker
Spaniel puppies Healthy,
shots, wormed $85-$100
901-782-3513. Cottage
Grove, Term

Real
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY of
tars a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L.
440
Lots
For Sale
BEAUTIFUL single family
dwelling lot. All city utilities
including city c.ablevision
Joining the city limits at
Westend of Gatesborough.
Call 753-5541, 753-4060.

!Wildin g Site
110x250
Miles South .t1 Cht•M

terser ('its V. Mir

753-1250 • 436-2884

wc-reir

•

Used
Cars
1970 VOLKSWAGON Bee
tie Cony Nice car $3200
Day 753-6316. night
759-4678
1971 CHEVY Malibu 2
door, less than 60.000
miles Gold with black vinyl
top 1203 Peggy Ann Dr
1976 FORD pickup Stan
dard shift runs good
753-5671
1977 BUICK LeSabre
Custom 4 door, V-8, ps pb
air, 73xxx miles, runs and
looks great 753-8400 or
753-3079
1977 DATSUN wagon
2000cc truck engine in it
Headers, dependable Can
be seen at 145 Riveria Cts
753-0572
1978 CHEVETTE good
work car $600, firewood
$30 or 5 ricks $120 Delivered and stacked
489-2839
1978 CUTLASS V8, auto
air, white letter tires, $1250
or trade 492-8884
1979 EL Camino 305 V8.
ps/pb, air, tilt, cruise, good
$2950
condition
753-9181, 753-8124
1980
new
good
runs,
$800

MAZDA RX7. $300
tires, $400 stereo,
body/interior, engine
needs some work.
firm 753-8839.
'
111111001
•
511111r

REAL OPPORTUNITY
Unusual property with a variety of potential uses.
Property includes 17 acres with major highway frontage,
one bedroom home, concrete block commercial building,
and large barn - all offered at $29,900. Out ofstate owner
anxious to sell to mettle estate.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City
op

`2*
%\pst\S%
\ %d • fcc5
Of(C‘t
Please apply at

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
Call:
753-1916

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN rilURRAY
CARS
10 Toyota Tercel...............'8187
'98 ToyotaCooHa
'90 Toyota Cory „.........12,487
19 Toyota Cary.........10,987
'89 Toyota Celli 61,.. 11,487
'89
'89 Cftssida...................'16.417
BLici Pitt Ave...........11,S+97

ilercurtColonyPit,.....987
It Fad Tell% GLS.,.....2437
18 Toyota CTessida .....
18 Chevy Craro.............19,487
'88 Toyota Camry..........'9,987
18 Ftct, Bonne, LE::;.21,987
17 Nssan Stanza GIE „...'6,917
17 Cutlass Skirt
'7187
17 Nissan Sentra......„...„.'4,717
Horlda Acutd L ...„21.47
'87 itazda
.....28,07
'86 TF21 4WD Wgn .... '5,417
'16 Hcrida Accad DX....... '7,987
'86 Toyota Supra
86 Chevy Celebrity.........
15 Dodge Daytona..........1987
15 Toyota Corolla_.....
'85 Dds Ciro Brghm
14 Toy. Cressida
14 DkIs Custom Cruber...24287
'14 Toycta
'14 Toyota Catty......._.1,487
13 Ft),ricutli
'83 Hcoda CAt
'83 Nesr Sentra WF
10 Toyota Coona.............21287
76 Fad LTD.
22,487
TRUCKS
10 Chevy Silverado.........13,487
19 Ford Conversion Vr,16417
19 Ford Atrosti XLT.... '13,07
19 Chevy
19 Toyota
'10,987
18 Phiffn. &an
18 lazda :q_......26,911
18 Toyota4 Rarer...11,07
18 Ptymouth Voyage! „...10,417
18 Ford Ranger...._.....5987
17 liazda 414
17 Toyot 1
17 Ford Arostr
'1187
17 Toyota
16 Toyota 414....._!7487
16 Chevy Siverado.......,5987
15 Toyota
15 Ctery DutOf.4187
79 Ford Bronco XII... '3,487

'77 Jeep Wvoneer........."2937
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden. Bus. Mgr.
Chad Co: In, Sales Mgr

TOYOTA
515 S. 12th
Murray, KY

Phone
753-4961

510

500

Used
Cars

Used
Trucks

1979 Lincoln Town Car
Excellent conditiore,—new
paint last year All power,
leather interior, vinyl top,
good tires Bought locally,
one owner
$1250
753-9732 after 6pm

OF MURRAY

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Murray Ledger & Times
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Lots
For Sale
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1985 S 10 BLAZER 4x4.
45,000 miles, $6675 1987
Supreme Broughm 4 door,
74xxx miles, nice, $1675
437-4723
510

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Finorc ng On The Spot

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Price & Payment Displayed
On Each VoNclo
CARS
'89 Pontiac 6000
.$4987
'89 Chevy Celebrity CI. V8$4217

Campers
AVION 1983 30h Rea
bath, center twins, zip dee
awnings all around, like
new inside and out, loaded
753-4960 or 753-0114
520
Boats
8 Motors
1989 VISION bass boat
Completely rigged
354-6264

Sonless
Offered

'89 Mercury Topaz GS......$49137
'89 Chevy Corsica............. 64981

A 1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns trees,
and shrubs unwanted ants
and insects Call A 1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753-0906

'88 Ford Escort LX. $4987
17 Chevy Cavalier Wgn $4987
'86 Ford Escort.
$3487
'86 Ply. Horizon
.13487
'86 Pontiac 6000 V6 $3987
'85 Chry. Lebaron GTS $3987
'85 Olds Nitta 88
$4987
'84 Dodge Aries Wgn 329137
'83 Nissan Sentra Wgn.$2487
'78 Ply. Horizon
$987
'76 Chevy Malibu

TRUCKS
'85 Chevy 5.10 V.6
'84 Ford Van

$1287
$3987
$3987

'81 Ford Van

$3987

'78 Chevy Suburban

$3987

'77 Chevy Stepside Van$2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
Ws sill depenclabfe,
shonisois cars to wipes
who wail le sotablish or
rs-osiabilisli their milk
Low Monthry Payments
Other Locations:
Maytioi4 Paducah
Ws sccopt Visa & MO
See Salesman Kelvin York
Sammy Bradshaw, Sales Mgr.

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates.
489-2303

1984 OLDS 98 Regency
Broughm, 58,000 miles,
sharp $5500 753-8153
1985 CUTLASS Supreme
$3850
Broughm
492 8884
1986 DELTA 88 Royale
Dark blue 44,000 miles
$6200 753-3682 or
759-4884
1986 PONTIAC 6000 LE
Tilt cruise power windows
bucket seats auto $3700
492-8884

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

1985 CUSTOMIZED
Dodge Van PUPW, rear
heat/air, extra nice
759-1503
1987 TOYOTA mini van
Luxury edition Loaded. excellent condition excellent
gas mileage 489-2894 after 6pm
50
Used
Trucks
1979 CHEVROLET one ton
truck Dual wheels. new
454 motor. new clutch Call
753-7693 after 5pm
1982 DODGE Ram pickup
Short wheel base very
good condition, asking
$2500 759-9203 after
5pm
1984 GMC Jimmy New
transmission with warranty,
almost new tires tinted windows diesel, in good
shape $3500 Can be seen
daily at Animal Clinic or call
436-5867 on answering
machine anytime or home
after 6pm
1984 SIO Chevy pickup
$2750 1984 Chevy Citation $2500 Both for $5000
901-2328584 State Line
1985 JEEP Cherokee Pion
eer Good condition.
$4950 753-3200

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Coding Service Complete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
bon and repair Free estimates 753 7203

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

DAVIDSON Roofing Co All
types of roofing 30 years
experience All work guaranteed in writing Free estimates Specializing in
shingle work 753-5812
DUSTBUSTERS office and
house deaning Painting
window cleaning chimney
repair Free estimates
753-5368

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate for your
needs
G and A Construction Quality work at affordable
prices Porch and deck
spec Room additione-'
Door and window installa
bon Finish carpentry work
Free estimates Call
753 1126 or 436 2617 after
4pm

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
merctal continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
bons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing.
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
489-2267
Service Center, cleaning
HAULING, yard work, tree servicing $15, most repairs
removal, mowing Free es $35, ail brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5
timates 759-1683
Mon -Fri. 753 0530
INSULATION Blown In By
WILL
do plumbing All guar
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating anteed 435-4169
and cooling bills Call Sears WILL fertilize yard
753-2310 for free estimate 753-8908

•Baseball -Basketball -Football

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAIINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Many Great Christmas Gifts

H ME RUN
HOBBY SHOP
4th & Sycamore 759-1521 (H)753-1566
Mon. thru Fri. 3-7 p.m.; Sat. 10-7 p.m.

All Typos Ot

Custom Woodworking

S

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by & so. our

showroom

Ns
i
•

•

1

:./
.se•WJP
13%
1.

a

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thom, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drive ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664
LOCK brick, concrete,
drive ways, foundation,
bases, patios, chimneys.
weir work Charles Barnett, 753-5476
CARPENTER, commercial
or residential work New
homes, additions, outbuildings, decks, fences, replacement windows Fast
quality service Call
759-1424 after 5pm

KEN NEY Travis Trenching
Service Hauling and Excavating 759-1039 after 4pm
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
all your carpet and upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
753-5827 Satisfied
references
For

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting, plumbing. concrete Free estimates. Call
474-2307
•
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand.dirt, driveway rock 753-4545.
753-6763
STARKS Construction all
kinds of remodeling, add
ons, roof lobs References
available 492 8597 before
5pm
STEWART'S Hauling trash and garbage pickup
Serving all of Calloway
County 436-5236
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower Corn
petitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or rate, 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm

Now that we are enterinu, our garage sale season'
WC —wartt---yotr —XII he- in-t-anlied on 1)ur
We do work 2 days in advance to !leiter Nerve
you. Deadlines are 3P.M. Moll. rri. ;t11(1
on Sat. Yard safes do have to be paid in advance
and are $7.50 per day.
For assistance call 753-1916 or come by
Murray
classified department .
Ledger 8t Times

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Poison Control Like to be a little busier?

753-7588
Gentry Painting

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Wm Gentry
Rt, 4 Bo. 177A Murray

Put yourself here.
Call 753-1916

Ky 42071

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100

DIAL CONSTRUCTION
No Job Too Small
Remodeling, Decks, Garages & Addition

436-5272

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks & Sewers
Call Us Anytime

idoip

489-2739

S
ALPHA BUILDER
tarnewma
Remodeling, pips, itch, packs Hoar

499-2303

759-4685

3

call:

753-1916

NIonda‘-Frida% 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

To place your ad

'((f(frtt! rfrA

ANY type odd lobs Call
Robert Prescott 753-2054
1

st..}

Services
Offered

We have the largest selection of
cards, packs and supplies in Murray.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years experience Bobby Hopper.,
436-5848

1987 TOYOTA Cressida. MR Chimney Chimney
excellent condition loaded. Saner 492-8561
38,000 miles. $10.500
PLUMBING - Free esti753-7231
mates Affordable rate
.05
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

Vans

ServicesOffered

Offered

ANY remodeling building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
4,35-4632

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, general home improvements
Quality work for less Customer satisfaction guaranteed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663
1984 OLDS Regency
Broughm One owner, mint
condition. 23.000 act
miles $7000 firm Serious
inquiries
only
502-875-1881 after 5pm

530
Services
Offered

530

19 Ford Taurus............_...$4987
19 Ford Tempo GL...........$49131

'88 Chevy Cavaller.............$4987
18 Pontiac
$4987

530

.
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William Alonzo Forrest

Forest Hugh Shoulders
Forest Hugh Shoulders, 76, Rt.
4, Murray, died Sunday at 6:45
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Ht was a retired superintendent
of schools of District Unit d2, Fairview Heights, Ill. He was a member of National Education
Association.
Mr. Shoulders was an Army veteran of World War ll and received
the Purple Heart and Bronze Star.
He was a member of Cherry Corner
Baptist Church and of Hoyt
Roberts Sunday School Class. He
also had been a Sunday School
teacher.
A former Rotarian, he was a
member of Robinson County
Masonic Lodge and was also a former member of Board of MurrayCalloway County Need Line
Church and Cooperative Ministry,
Inc.
Born Dec. 30, 1913, in Lawrence
County, 111.,- he was3the son of the
late Jesse T. Shoulders and Alice
Crowe Shoulders. One sister, Mrs.
Evelyn Longenecker, and one
brother, Eugene Shoulders, also
preceded him in death.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Maxine Ford Shoulders, to whom
he was married on July 4, 1936;

William Alonzo Forrest, 76, RL
one sister, Mrs. Ilma Burcham and
Murray, died Sunday at 10:22
5,
husband, Kenneth, Robinson, Ill.; a
at Murray-Calloway County
a.m.
Mrs.
Mullins
Frances
sister-in-law,
and itusband, John, Newburgh, Hospital.
He had retired from Murray
Ind.; a brother-in-law, John P. Ford
of Tappan Company. He
Division
Ill.
Rock,
Flat
and wife, Charleen,
Also surviving arc five nieces, was a member of Cherry Corner
Jo Mullins, Washington, Beverly Baptist Church and of Hoyt
Longenecker, St. Francesville, Ill., Roberts' Sunday School Class.
Born Jan. 7, 1918, in Calloway
Jane Neal and husband, Mike, Marhe was the son of the late
County,
ietta, Ga., and Dona Moore and
Forrest and Nancy
Cullen
Jacob
Argo,
husband, Gene, and Roberta
Forrest.
Cohoon
Lenora
Lawrence, Ill.; four nephews, J.C.
Forrest, died
Cullen
brother,
One
Ford and wife, Rita, Murray,
1979.
in
Conand
wife,
Shoulders
Richard
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
eta, Vincennes, Ind., James BurDarnell Forrest, to whom he
Ruby
cham and' wife, Sandrea, Norrison Dec. 23, 1939; one
married
was
LongeneckR.
Jesse
town, Pa., and
Nancy Hancline and
Mrs.
daughter,
er and wife, Donna, Lawrence, Ill. husband, Gary, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Services will be Tuesday at 7
Coldwater community; one son,
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Charles
Anderson will officiate.

.

Burial rites will be Wednesday
at 12 noon at Jones Cemetery, Flat
Rock, Ill.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3:30 p.m. Tuesday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to Memorial Fund of
Cherry Corner Baptist Church in
Mr. Shoulder's name.

Mary Watts, Chicago, Ill., Madeline Farmer, Paducah„ and Betty
Powers, Harlan; four brothers,
James McKeehan, Frankfort, O.C.
McKeehan, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Junior McKeehan and Bill McKeehan, Harlan; two grandchildren.
ihe funeral was today at 11 a.m.
of God, Paducah. The
Rev. Brady Wynn officiated. Burial
was in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Paducah.
In charge of arrangements was
Lindsey Funeral Home of Paducah.

'Church

Mrs. Marguerite Farmer
Mrs. Marguerite Farmer, 65, formerly of Mayfield, died Saturday
at 11:17 a.m. at Parkway Regional
Hospital, Fulton.
She was a member of Northside
Church of Christ, Mayfield.
Mrs. Farmer was the4daughter of
the late Oscar and Mertirthampion. Her husband, Toy Farmer, preceded her in death.
Survivors are two daughters,
Dorothy Farmer, Mayfield, and

Gloria Givens, Murray; two sons,
Oscar Farmer and Paul Farmer,
Mayfield; five grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
IYome, Mayfield. The Rev. John
Kackelman will officiate.
Burial will follow in Maplewood
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Eulain Brown
Final rites for Mrs. Eulain George Lyons, Danny Cleaver and
Brown were Sunday at 2 p.m. in Ronadl Hargis.
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
Burial was in Murray Memorial
of Murray. John Hicks officiated.
Gardens.
The song service was by singers
Mrs. Brown, 75, of Rt. 2, Murfrom Hickory Grove Church of
Christ with Dan Wyau as leader. ray, Flint community, died ThursPallbearers were Joe Nelson, day at 1:30 p.m. in Kansas City,
Russell Lyons, James Haley, Mo., while visiting in the area.

Bill McCallon

Bill McCallon, 26, of Rt. 7,
Murray, died Sunday at 6:30 a.m.
in a truck accident. (See related
story on page one).
An employee of Dean Foods at
Ryan Milk Co., he was a member
of Salem Baptist Church.
Born Feb. 13, 1964, in Murray,
he was the son of Clifton McCallon
and Anita Kimbro McCallon.
He is survived by one son, Lucas
McCallon, Rt. 7, Murray; his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton

McCallon, Rt. 7, Murray; two
grandrnOthers, Mrs. Nadine McCalIon, Murray, and Mrs. Pearl Kimbro, Ri 7, Murray.
Services will be Wednesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
Royce Dukes and the Rev. Mike
Littrell will officiate.
Burial will follow in Salem
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. Tuesday.

Robert L.(Bob) Beach
The funeral for Robert Lee (Bob)
Beach, 64, was Sunday at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Members of Muray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons conducted the service.
Mrs. Oneida White was organist
and soloist.
Pallbearers were Max Weatherford, Walter King, Ray Newsome,
Paul Redden, Charles Tutt and
Cliff Finney, all Masons.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Beach, 64, died Friday at
2:07 p.m. at his home on Rt. 3,
Murray.
His wife, Mrs. Loretta Fortson
Beach, survives.
Seven surviving daughters are
Mrs. Lilly Marlene Diehl, Michigan, Mrs. Cathey Lee Haghigi Barnett and husband, Tom, Atlanta,
Ga., Mrs. Bobbie Lou Beach Simson and husband, Valjean, Ann
Arbor, Mich., Ms. Regina Beach,
Herndon, Va., Mrs. Marcia Renee
Foster and husband, Stephen, Fairfax, Va., Mrs. LaDonna Wood
Weiss and husband, Chuck-,
Humble, Texas, and Mrs. Sharon
Weber and husband, Terry, Grand

Prairie, Texas.
Three surviving sons are Robert
Michael Beach and.. wife, Debbie,
Union Lake, Mich., Barry Mitchell
Beach and wife, Arlene, Cary,
N.C., and Donald Fincher, Nashville, Tenn.
Eight surviving sisters are Mrs.
Velma Copeland and husband,
John, Ms. Lala Green, Mrs. Nona
Kate Beach and Mrs. Linda Morris
and husband, Hafford, all of Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Wilma Mason, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, Mrs. Fronia Jane Manning and husband, Rubin, Detroit,
Mich., Mrs. Wanda Sue Mooney
and husband, Charles, Houston,
Texas, and Mrs. Faye Mannjng and
husband, Bobby, Murray.
Three surviving brothers are
Andrew Beach and wife, Martha,
RL 6, Mayfield, Edwin Beach and
wife, Patty, Almo, and Freddie
Beach and wife, Kathy, Murray.
Also surviving are 17
grandchildren.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Western Kentucky
Hematology and Oncology Group
Research and Development, c/o
Paducah Bank, P.O. Box 1600,
Paducah, Ky. 42011.

married on March 17, 1924; one
daughter, Mrs. Myrtle Stewart and
husband, Joe, Memphis, Tenn.; two
sons, John Compton and wife, Betty, Murray, and James Compton
and wife, Henrietta, Kevil; one
brother, Loyd Compton, Murray;
eight grandchildren; 12 greatgrandchildren.
Services are today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Leon
Penick and the Rev. Heyward
Roberts are officiating.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.

Mark Clayton Riley

It brings out the best in all of u4.m

Una

Wray

A native of Owensboro, Shown
served 37 years as an educator
before retiring. He had been a
teacher, principal and superintendent before he began a long tenure
in 1955 at MSU, where he worked
in school relations, served as director of the University Laboratory
School and taught in elementary

Vernon Shown, a retired Murray
State University faculty member,
was presented with the Distinguished Educational Achievement
Award of the Commission on
Elementary Schools at the annual
meeting of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
(SACS) in Atlanta, Ga. Dec. 10.
He was the Kentucky recipient
of the honor, which was also presented to one educator from each
of the other 10 states in SACS, a
regional accrediting agency for
public and private colleges and
elementary and secondary schools.
A resolution presented to Shown,
who retired from MSU in 1987,
cited him for "distinguished and
dedicated to service to elementary
and middle schools, outstanding
contributions to the Commission on
Elementary Schools, significant
impact on the educational profession and...a well-deserved reputation as innovator/facilitator of educational change."
Shown has betn an active member of the Kentucky Committee on
Elementary Schools since 1971 and
served three years on the Commission on Elementary Schools of
SACS. He has participated on
numerous visiting and interim
review teams to elementary and
secondary schools in Kentucky apd
Tennessee.
Throughout his affiliation with
SACS, Shown has been active in
recruiting schools and conducting
workshops to train chairmen and
members for visiting teams. He is
presently serving as a consultant
for the Kentucky Committee on
Elementary Schools.

Rev. Luther C. Compton

The Rev, Luther C. Compton,
89, of 1211 Melrose Dr., Murray,
died Saturday at 9:20 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired Baptist minister, he
a member of Scotts Grove
was
Charles E. Hopkins, 72, Hardin, ny Ray Hopkins and wife, Lavene, Baptist Church.
died Sunday at 5:30 a.m. at Hardin; Seven grandchildren; six
Born Jan. 11, 1901, near Golden
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. great-grandchildren.
Also surviving are two sisters, Pond, he was the son of the late
A retired carpenter, he was a
Mrs. Reba Dell Schroader, Rt. 1, Monroe Compton and Minnie
Navy veteran of World War II and
Dexter, and Mrs. Edna Morrison, Hicks Compton. One sister, Mrs.
of the Methodist faith.
Nashville, Tenn.; six brothers, Her- Cozy Goodrich, also preceded him
Born, March 20, 1918, in Callo- sie Hopkins, Kirkscy, Glenn (Bo) in death.
way County, he was the son of the Hopkins and Bill Hopkins, Hardin,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Etna
,late Stanley Hopkins and Mary Harold Hopkins, Murray, and Doug
Compton, to whom he was
Barrow
Bell Childress Hopkins. One sister, Hopkins and Frank Hopkins,
Mary Nell Fountain, also preceded
Michigan.
him in death.
- The funeral will be Tuesday at 1
He is survived by his wife, Mrs... p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Mary Opal Jones Hopkins; three Home of Murray. The Rev. KenMark Clayton Riley, 33, Bristol,
daughters, Mrs. Kay Frames Hen- drick Lewis and the Rev. Terry
Tenn., foimerly of RL 1, Buchaderson and husband, Glen Dale, Hensierson will officiate.
nan, Term., died early Saturday
Burial will follow in Brooks
Hardin, Mrs. Mary Louise Haley
morning at Johnson City, Tenn.
and husband, Char-Ifs, Dexter, and Chapel Cemetery.
He had been working in a manFriends may call at the funeral agement position with Food BrokMrs. Brinda Jo Echtards and husband. later, Murray; one son, Dan- home after 2 p.m. today (Monday). ers, Inc. He attended Castle Heights Military Academy, Lebanon,
Tenn., and David Lipscomb University and Vanderbilt-Peabody
University, Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Riley was born Oct. 2, 1957,
Milan, Tenn.
in
et.
Survivors are his father, Clayton
Riley, Bowling Green; his mother,

Charles E. Hopkins

•

Sandy Forrest, Murray; three
grandchildren, Gary Dean Haneline, Falls Church, Va., and Bryan
Scott Haneline and wife, Suskn,
and Tanisha Forrest, Murray.
Funeral rites will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Charles Anderson will officiate.
Music will be by Cherry Corner
Baptist Church Choir.
Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. today (Monday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to American Cancer Society, Kentucky Division, Inc., 1169
Eastern Parkway; Louisville, Ky.
40217.

.
V

Mrs. Brenda Faye Alvey
Mrs. Brenda Faye AlveY, 45. of
6865 Bobo Rd., West Paducah,
died Saturday at her home.
Born in Harlan County, she was
the daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Buck McKeehan. She was a
member of Church of God.
Survivors are her husband, Leon
Alvey; two daughters, Kathie
Alvey and Karla Alvey, West
Paducah; one son, Greg Armstrong,
Murray; stepdaughter, Jo Lundey,
Crestview, Fla.
Also surviving are four sisters,
Priscilla Beset, Indianapolis, Ind.,

Shown honored for service
to elementary, middle schools

OBITUARIES

a.

Ms. Mary Elizabeth Clayton Riley,
and one sister, Ms. Mary Ann
Riley, Nashville; his grandmother,
Mrs. Lottie Clayton, RL 1, Buchanan; his great-grandmother, Mrs.
Verna Clayton, Long Term Care
Unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. at Mt. Pleasant United
Methodist Church. Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Friends may call after 2 p.m.
today (Monday) at Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel.

and secondary education.
Since he retired, Shown has continued to work for MSU on a parttime basis with first-year tubber
interns.

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM
7-•••)
Industrial Average
2593.81 )
Previous Close
Air Products................... 523/4 -3/4 \
A.T.C-Class A .............328 321/1A
301/4 -3/1
AT&T
135B
Bank of Murray
1 4/44-3v/so
2
5;
25
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
1/1.
318217/4/1 ii+ric
Chrysler
303/1 -1/2
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store.. 711•13 73/sA
Exxon...-..........................-.51 +1/4
2
1
Ford .................:.-...-.......253/. +/
i General Motors..............331/3 +3/6
383/4 -s/s
Goodrich
.16% -3/1
....16'I.
Goodyear.
-1111/4 +1/•
371/i Ms
Ingersoll Rand
283/4 +111
K Mart........-.........
211/4 unc.
Ky. Utilities
....131/4 -1/4
Kroger .............
....407/1 -1/4
Lou. G & E......
333//Di.
:
4:u+inc.
5532161111:1;1
:
t McDonalds
( JCPenney..............:.........._43 unc.
t. Quaker Oats
Sears
Snap-On Tools
Texaco
891/1 +3/1
c Time-Warner
321/I -3/4
30.1/4
Wal-Mart
)
293/1 -1/1
Woolvvorth
7.42
( C.E.F. Yield
Additional Information Available
J-, Upon Request
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Vernon Shown

41 4 Main St.
Murray, Ky
75 I 3 366
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HOG MARKET

member New Yorlr American and PADdwest Stock
Eacflanges and SI PC

Federal-Slate Market News Service Domini:ow 17, 1990
Kentucky Purctase Arai ibg Market Report Includes 4
Buying Stations Botanic Act 422,Eel400IarroW2L Gilts
1.50 higher, Sows 1.01-1.011 higher.
34711-47.50
US 1-2 231-2541 be
$44 011-44.51
US 1-2 211234 be
-$14.54-47.10
US 2-3 230-20 be
34550-4150
US 3-4 20-270 be
Sow
432.01134.00
US 1-2 Z70-350 bs
333.00-3440
US 1-3 300-400 be
3340135$
US 1-3 400-525 bs
STI 41.39.14
up
and
US 1-3 525
431 00-32.01
US 2-3 300-500 be
Boars 530.541-32-11

NOTICE

Family records of
Calloway &
adjoining counties.
942 page volume with a 1,700
full name index.

WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

Great Christmas Gift
For Only '25

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

Call:
Patricia Folwell, Pres.
759.1504 or
Jean Murdock 435-4247

Mechanically Removed
24'. Deep. Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
r

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr

OftsTMAs
L_ESSI IN

ee•il
aeri

4ftif
'
••-•.•

To All Our Families and Friends
from
Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

to all our friends
and customers. Best
wishes for a happy,
healthy New Year.

' BlalockColeman
Funeral Home, Inc.
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-12.62
... 2593.81
. 523/4 -3/4
28 321/2A
-30'14 •3/1
........135B
)
-521/4
25'/4 -11/1

.12711 +71,

. 303/6 •'/1
3811/4 unc.
'1/1B 73/sA
..... 51 +1/4
..253/s +1/1
_331/2 +3/1
—383/4 -3/I
...1634.3/5
1111/4 +I/.
.. 371/s .14
..283/4 +1/8
211/4 unc.
—131/4 -1/4
_40'h .1/4
-3/1'
.... 43 unc.
511/4 unc.
...261/4 II
•

4

313/•

..581/4 +3/s
-3.891
-3/4

-1/4 )
....293/a -'/1
.....-....7.42
Available
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